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GENERAL ABSTRACT

An improved ability to assess whether individuals have been added through immigration or natality and lost through emigration or mortality could alleviate several problems in population ecology. Fortunately, advances in stable isotope techniques now allow the movements of individuals to be retraced from tissue values and provide an opportunity to link information about the origins of individuals with demographic rates so that questions about the significance of dispersal can be assessed. I used such an approach by combining feather isotope information with demographic rates derived from capture-mark-recapture of individual mallards (*Anas platyrhynchos*) breeding in the Canadian aspen parklands, at multiple spatiotemporal scales, to answer questions about population persistence, settling patterns by dispersers, and the fitness of immigrant birds relative to residents.

Feather isotope (δ^{34}S, δD, δ^{15}N, and δ^{13}C) values from an independent sample of flightless mallard ducklings sampled from across the mid-continent breeding range was used to validate an existing model used for origin assignments. Spatial resolution analysis within the mid-continent mallard breeding range generally showed a loss in prediction when attempting to assign individuals to more narrowly separated geographic origins among boreal, aspen parkland and prairie regions. For feather δD, spatial resolution may be limited by temporal patterns of local climatic events that produce variability in consumer tissue values. Thus, the use of multiple feather isotope signals would provide more reliable information about the origin of individuals for addressing questions about long-distance dispersal in yearling mallards.

Demographic rescue in an apparent population “sink” near Minnedosa, Manitoba, Canada, was due to elevated survival rates from a highly productive group of nesting female mallards using nest tunnels (i.e., an artificial nesting structure) and recruitment of yearling females having natal origins within the aspen parklands. There was little evidence that immigration by yearling females dispersing long-distances was important to annual population growth rates. Consistently high annual survival rates of adult females using nest tunnels lowered the recruitment rates needed for population stability. While tunnel-origin and within-region recruitment of yearling females were nearly equally important to local population growth rate, fine-scale limitations of
isotopic origin assignments prevented further assessment of where recruits originated from within the aspen parkland region.

Factors related to breeding area settling patterns of yearling females are not well understood despite implications to local population dynamics. The likelihood that immigrant yearling females would settle in a parkland breeding area was positively correlated with local breeding-pair density and the amount of perennial nest cover, but was negatively correlated with the amount of wetlands. Although these relationships were not well estimated, they are most consistent a hypothesis that females were attracted to breeding sites by conspecific cues rather than avoidance. Immigrants comprised an average of 9% (range: 0 – 39% over 22 sites) of yearling recruits; most had natal origins in the U.S. prairie pothole region but a non-trivial number originated from the boreal forest, indicating a high degree of connectedness among breeding regions resulting from long-distance natal dispersal.

One of the most frequent explanations for strong site fidelity in breeding female ducks is that females benefit from site familiarity. However, evidence for differential reproductive success between immigrant and resident yearling females was weak. On sites with favourable wetland conditions and low breeding-pair densities immigrant females were more likely to breed and nest successfully than were residents whereas under opposite wetland and pair conditions, resident females were favoured. Thus, the costs and benefits of a natal dispersal decision seemed to vary with social context and environmental conditions, and further work is needed to clarify these processes.
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CHAPTER 1. RECRUITMENT AND POPULATION DYNAMICS: A GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Few animal populations remain constant from year to year, and annual population fluctuations at local, regional or larger scales may be produced either by spatiotemporal changes in survival and reproductive rates or by movements of individuals. Understanding causes of population changes remains a key challenge in ecology and conservation, and is the central theme for my thesis.

1.1 POPULATION DYNAMICS

A population is defined as a group of individuals of the same species occupying the same place at the same time (Krebs 1972). For a species across its entire distribution, population growth rate is a function of birth and death rates over time and changes in environmental conditions may cause birth and death rates to fluctuate. Within this broad distribution there exists a finer scale network of subpopulations linked together by the exchange of individuals responding to habitat variability, inbreeding avoidance, and intraspecific competition (Clobert et al. 2001). The concept that populations are open to exchange of individuals has long been recognized (MacArthur and Wilson 1963) yet the process of dispersal is one of the largest knowledge gaps in population ecology despite its implications to population dynamics and persistence, gene-flow, and evolution of species (Clobert et al. 2001). This deficiency arises largely due to an inability to determine which individuals have been added through local birth or immigration, or removed by death or emigration (Hanski 2001).

Dispersal is related to population growth because individuals from elsewhere may immigrate into populations therefore increase population size whereas others may emigrate and decrease it. Recruitment represents the addition of individuals through either local births or immigration (Williams et al. 2002) and if immigration occurs and is ignored, then inferences about local productivity and population dynamics could be confounded. Additionally, immigrants from far way environments may not be adapted to local conditions and therefore negatively impact local demographic rates. The extent to which this can occur depends on both the demographic rates and the proportion of
immigrant recruits. To fully understand the recruitment process it is necessary to distinguish both local and immigrant recruits and their respective demographic rates.

Advances in capture-mark-recapture (CMR) permit estimation and modeling of demographic and movement rates from marked individuals (Hestbeck et al. 1991, Brownie et al. 1993) but this approach requires the recapture of individuals marked elsewhere and recapture may be problematic when marked populations are separated across great distances. An alternate approach which overcomes this sampling constraint is the use of intrinsic biological markers such as stable isotope values of consumer tissues and it does so because each individual sampled provides information about the origin where tissues were grown. This is possible because values of several naturally occurring stable isotopes vary geographically and are incorporated into tissues of consumers in local food webs (review by Rubenstein and Hobson 2004), and this technique may be reliable if isotopic landscapes are unique. An integrated approach using CMR and tissue isotopic assignments would link demographic rates with information about individual origin across coarse or broad spatial scales and may provide an evaluation of patterns in the recruitment process at local scales.

Previous research in waterfowl has demonstrated that stable sulphur ($\delta^{34}S$), hydrogen ($\delta D$), nitrogen ($\delta^{15}N$), and carbon ($\delta^{13}C$) isotopes can be useful as intrinsic origin markers of waterfowl in mid-western North America (Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a) and potentially to the spatial scale of my study. This is because naturally-occurring concentrations of these isotopes vary geographically as a result of abiotic and biotic processes affecting the ratio of heavy to light forms of these elements. Mechanisms causing values of $\delta^{34}S$ vary spatially include the distribution of light and heavy sulfides in bedrock, anaerobic or aerobic respiration of plants and bacteria present in terrestrial and aquatic systems, and deposition of aerosols from natural or anthropogenic sources (review by Rubenstein and Hobson 2004). Spatial structure emerging from these processes includes more negative $\delta^{34}S$ values in areas of increasing agriculture activity (Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a) and more positive values in areas close to marine environments. Atmospheric $\delta D$ enters terrestrial food webs via deposition of meteoric water and values vary geographically due to the influence of local climate on evapotranspiration rates (Craig et al. 1963). This relationship results in
a predictable spatial gradient of more negative values of $\delta D$ in precipitation occurring with increasing latitude (Hobson and Wassenaar 1997) and altitude (Meehan et al. 2004) in North America and elsewhere in the world (Bowen et al. 2005). Important processes contributing to spatial $\delta^{15}N$ variability include whether plants fix nitrogen symbiotically with microbes or directly from the atmosphere (Marshall et al. 2007). In addition to natural processes, anthropogenic inputs from agricultural fertilizer or livestock manure result in more enriched (positive) $\delta^{15}N$ values than in non-impacted areas (Hobson 1999, Hebert and Wassenaar 2001, Amundson et al. 2003). Variation in terrestrial $\delta^{13}C$ values depend on how carbon from CO$_2$ is fixed by plants utilizing C$_3$, C$_4$, or CAM photosynthesis (Kelly 2000). As a result of how these photosynthetic pathways are distributed relative to environmental temperature and aridity, terrestrial $\delta^{13}C$ values tend to be more negative with increasing latitude and more positive with increasing altitude (Wassenaar and Hobson 1998, Suits et al. 2005, Marshall et al. 2007).

The varied of movement patterns, reproductive strategies, and survival rates make avian species ideal for investigating relationships between dispersal and life history traits (Clark et al. 2004). Birds occupying unstable environments may be more inclined to disperse because environments are unpredictable and may require greater search time to locate suitable breeding habitat. North American ducks comprise a group of highly mobile birds whose abundance and reproductive success are linked to spatiotemporally dynamic wetland resources, providing an ideal opportunity to investigate questions about the role of dispersal in population ecology. How dispersing individuals respond to selective pressures relative to non-immigrants in local environments is fundamental to the role of dispersal in population dynamics and the evolution of dispersal behaviour. I combined CMR and isotopic approaches to answer questions related to sources, patterns, and comparative demography of recruits in avian breeding populations occupying unstable environments.

1.2 PATTERNS OF RECRUITMENT IN DUCKS

North American duck populations typically fluctuate annually (Wilkens et al. 2006) in response to changes in demographic rates (Anderson et al. 1992, Hoekman et
al. 2002). Of these variables, recruitment is believed to have the largest influence on population growth rates, and nest success and duckling survival represent the most influential components of annual recruitment rates at broad scales (Cowardin and Blohm 1992, Johnson et al. 1992, Hoekman et al. 2002). To my knowledge relative contribution of immigration to recruitment in local breeding populations has never been measured in waterfowl despite evidence of regional-scale shifts in the annual distribution of ducks relative to habitat conditions (Johnson and Grier 1988).

The primary breeding grounds for most waterfowl are located in the north central United States and Canada, an area composed of prairie and aspen parkland habitat known as the prairie pothole region (PPR; Bellrose 1980, Batt et al. 1989). The reproductive effort of ground nesting duck species has been linked to availability of wetlands (Nichols et al. 1982, Johnson and Grier 1988), the latter being affected most by regional winter and spring precipitation levels, especially in prairie habitats where temporary and seasonal wetlands predominate. Aspen parkland habitats contain more semi-permanent and permanent wetlands and may be more consistent in attracting breeding ducks especially when drought degrades wetland conditions in the southern prairies (Greenwood et al. 1995). When drought conditions prevail across the southern prairies, breeding ducks redistribute themselves into northern aspen parkland and boreal biomes because wetland conditions are more favourable (Johnson and Grier 1988). However, it is generally believed that nest productivity is lowest in boreal habitats, followed by aspen parkland and prairie (Calverley and Boag 1977, Greenwood et al. 1995, Reynolds et al. 2001).

The PPR annually supports large breeding populations of dabbling ducks (*Anas spp.*), especially when wetlands are abundant, but reproductive success generally is sufficiently low that much of the region could be characterized as a “sink” (Pulliam 1988) or ecological trap (Schlaepfer et al. 2002) because habitat appears favourable to fitness but is not. Breeding habitat has been severely degraded by agriculture in much of this region and this has likely increased foraging efficiency of predators and lowered nest success (Greenwood et al. 1995). Local populations which persist despite poor reproductive success could be sustained through demographic rescue by immigrants. However, this hypothesis has not been tested. If this process occurs and involves bird
movements over large areas, this would also suggest a higher degree of connectedness amongst regions of North America than is currently recognized.

In duck species, females are the more philopatric sex (Greenwood and Harvey 1982, Doherty et al. 2002) and dispersal and fidelity (the complement to dispersal) rates are generally related to age and habitat quality (Arnold and Clark 1996, Arnold et al. 2002, Blums et al. 2003). Adult female ducks typically are more breeding-site faithful and yearlings (one-year old individuals) typically have lower rates of fidelity to natal areas (Anderson et al. 1992, Arnold and Clark 1996). In addition to detection problems, lower recapture rates of yearlings on natal sites may be the result of greater dispersal proclivity (Anderson et al. 1992). Reasons for dispersal include habitat loss, resource competition, variability in habitat quality and inbreeding avoidance (Anderson et al. 1992, Dieckmann et al. 1999). Yearling females dispersing in search of apparently “good” breeding habitat may be vulnerable to ecological traps, resulting in poor reproductive and survival consequences (Schlaepfer et al. 2002).

Reproductive effort and nest success vary geographically in the same year and between years (Klett et al. 1988, Greenwood et al. 1995, McKinnon and Duncan 1999). Breeding-season survival in female mallards (Anas platyrhynchos) may also vary with age (Reynolds et al. 1995, Dufour and Clark 2002, Devries et al. 2003). The variability in reproductive success and age-related survival may reflect differences associated with benefits of residency status and breeding site-familiarity of yearlings. Benefits of previous residency may include familiarity with locally abundant food resources, protective habitats or close proximity to kin (Anderson et al. 1992). The site-familiarity hypothesis holds that natal fidelity will improve fitness as indicated by higher breeding-season survival and reproductive success rates for resident than non-resident yearling mallards. Examining costs and benefits of natal dispersal and site-familiarity will reveal information about mallard source-sink dynamics across a broad area of the Canadian prairies.

Little is known about the geographic origins of immigrants or how natal dispersal is influenced by spatial variability in habitat quality. Few studies mark young shortly after hatch and so do not account for duckling survival and age-related differences of reproductive effort (Anderson et al. 1992, Dufour and Clark 2002) in
natal fidelity estimates. Because of these challenges, it is difficult to assess relationships between natal origins, environmental factors, survival and reproductive success for resident and non-resident yearlings in local populations. Recent advances in stable isotope methods now allow delineation of the natal origin of individuals across broad geographic areas (Hobson 2002, Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a, Hobson et al. 2006). However, to date the reliability of origin assignments from tissue stable isotope values has not been validated. The objectives of my research were to:

1. Validate the reliability of feather stable isotope assignments using independently sampled known-source standards not included in the construction of assignment models and evaluate the spatial resolution of isotopic assignments (Chapter 2).
2. Examine sources of demographic rescue in an apparent population “sink” (Chapter 3).
3. Evaluate social and habitat correlates of immigration rates from multiple breeding populations across the Canadian aspen parklands (Chapter 4).
4. Test whether natal fidelity results in higher relative fitness under the site-familiarity hypothesis (Chapter 5).

**ORGANIZATION OF THESIS**

Each data chapter of my thesis was written in the format of an independent manuscript for publication in peer-reviewed journals. There will be some redundancy in the introduction and discussion sections of some chapters and I have made every effort to reduce this redundancy without sacrificing clarity. Although I always took the lead role in acquiring and analyzing data and writing all papers, I also wish to acknowledge the contributions of Drs. Bob Clark, Keith Hobson, Len Wassenaar, Craig Hebert, Dave Howerter, and Mike Anderson in preparing these manuscripts.
CHAPTER 2. NATAL ORIGIN OF YEARLING FEMALE MALLARDS AS DETERMINED BY FEATHER $\delta^{34}$S, $\delta$D, $\delta^{15}$N, AND $\delta^{13}$C VALUES

2.1 ABSTRACT
The reliability of feather $\delta^{34}$S, $\delta$D, $\delta^{13}$C and $\delta^{15}$N values to predict individual origin was tested using independently sampled known-origin feather values obtained from the mid-continent mallard (Anas platyrhynchos) breeding range during late summer 2005 (n = 70). An existing regression tree model developed from mallard feathers from Alaska, California, central prairie and northern Canada averaged 56% correct classification of known-origin test cases. A new tree model, accounting for lack of population exchange over the continental divide, correctly predicted 81% of cases, thus validating the multiple stable isotope approach at broad spatial scales. Spatial resolution analysis within the mid-continent mallard breeding range generally showed a loss in prediction when attempting to assign individuals to more narrowly separated geographic origins among boreal, aspen parkland and prairie regions. Predictive accuracy from global cross-validation averaged from 76-91% among five spatial resolution intervals. Misclassification was attributed to site-specific environmental factors causing feather stable isotope signatures to deviate from regional norms but could also be related to temporal factors. The validation and spatial resolution results support the utility of the feather multiple stable isotope approach for reliable individual origin-assignment at broad and coarse geographic scales.

2.2 INTRODUCTION
The movement of individual birds and connectivity of bird populations are of considerable interest to biologists and wildlife managers for understanding population ecology and developing effective conservation strategies. Additionally, dispersal has important implications for gene flow and disease transmission in birds (Webster et al. 2002). Yet for many migratory bird species, where and why individuals disperse remains poorly understood because of problems with discerning the origin of unmarked individuals.
Traditional methods for studying dispersal in birds include retracing movements by individuals with bands or radio-telemetry. These techniques can be expensive and prone to small sample sizes resulting from technical failures and poor detection following initial capture (Clark et al. 2004). Alternatively, the use of intrinsic markers, such as tissue stable isotope values, can provide useful information about the origin of every individual captured when the composition and physiology of the tissue sampled is known. Thus, the tissue stable isotope approach has the potential to resolve sampling problems associated with banding and telemetry studies because it provides a direct link between capture location and where specific tissues were grown and may be especially useful for individuals dispersing long distances.

Naturally-occurring stable sulfur ($\delta^{34}S$), hydrogen ($\delta^D$), nitrogen ($\delta^{15}N$), and carbon ($\delta^{13}C$) isotope values vary geographically due to regional patterns in evapotranspiration, geology, ammonification and anthropogenic inputs of nitrogen, as well as plant photosynthetic pathways and water-use efficiency (review by Rubenstein and Hobson 2004, Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a). Individuals incorporate isotopic signatures of the local food web into growing tissues as consumers and for inert tissues, such as feathers, no new isotopic assimilation occurs after the completion of tissue synthesis. Thus, tissue isotopic values will be available for sampling elsewhere until re-grown. Patterns of molt have been described for a variety of bird species allowing investigators to link where specific feather tracts were grown to different parts of the annual life-cycle. Values of $\delta^{34}S$, $\delta^D$, $\delta^{13}C$ and $\delta^{15}N$ in feathers could reliably indicate general origin of unmarked birds if isotopic landscapes differ among regions or origins of interest when captured elsewhere.

Recent research in this area indicates that feather $\delta^{34}S$, $\delta^D$, $\delta^{13}C$ and $\delta^{15}N$ values can provide reliable information about the source of individuals across broad spatial scales in North America (Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a). However, model estimates were validated using stable isotope values from a sub-sample of individuals originating from the same sites and years as used to build the model. This approach causes assignment success to be biased high because the same information used to create the model is used to validate it. A more rigorous evaluation includes validating with samples not used during model building. This type of model validation will identify
how robust individual level isotope-based origin-assignments are to variability not incorporated into estimation. The primary objective of my study was to validate the multiple stable isotope approach for discerning geographic origin. My secondary objective was to examine how varying spatial separation among regions of origin influences classification accuracy.

2.4 METHODS

2.4.1 Collection of feather isotopic standards

Greater-secondary covert feathers (GSC) were sampled from 70 pre-fledged mallard young during July-August 2005 at 13 waterfowl banding stations (sites) across the mid-continent mallard breeding range (Fig. 2.1). Feathers were collected from 3 sites located in the Northwest Territories (n = 10), and 10 sites in the Canadian (4 Alberta, 1 Saskatchewan, 2 Manitoba; n = 43) and U.S. prairies (2 North Dakota, 1 South Dakota; n = 17). Feathers were sampled from flightless young; thus, stable $\delta^{34}\text{S}$, $\delta\text{D}$, $\delta^{15}\text{N}$, and $\delta^{13}\text{C}$ values of feather tissue should reflect the isotopic values of the local food web since these feathers could not have been grown elsewhere.
Figure 2.1. Distribution of mid-continent mallard feather sampling sites during 1999-2001 (Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a) (black triangles) and in 2005 (open circles).
GSC were also sampled from females marked as ducklings and then recaptured as yearlings during 1986-2000 at St. Denis, Saskatchewan, Canada, and during 2002-2005 at Minnedosa, Manitoba, Canada, providing additional known-age and origin $\delta D$, $\delta^{15}N$, and $\delta^{13}C$ feather values but not $\delta^{34}S$. These samples reflect local isotopic signatures because yearling female mallards retain GSC grown as ducklings until after their first breeding season as yearlings (Heitmeyer 1987).

2.4.2 Measurement of feather $\delta^{34}S$, $\delta D$, $\delta^{15}N$, and $\delta^{13}C$ values

Feathers were cleansed in a chloroform and methanol solution (2:1 volume ratio, respectively) and dried in a fume hood for at least 24 hours. A 1.0-1.8 mg sample of feather barbs was used for sulfur, nitrogen, and carbon, and a 350-ug sample for hydrogen isotope analyses. All barb material was taken from the base of feathers to represent the most recently grown tissue. Samples were combusted using pyrolytic continuous-flow isotope-ratio mass spectrometry (CFIRMS) to determine sulfur ($^{34}S/^{32}S$), nitrogen ($^{15}N/^{14}N$), and carbon ($^{13}C/^{12}C$) isotope ratios. Deuterium ratio ($^2H/H$) values of non-exchangeable feather hydrogen were determined using on-line high temperature flash pyrolysis and with normalization equations from keratin standards (Wassenaar and Hobson 2000, Wassenaar and Hobson 2003). All stable isotope ratio results are reported in delta notation ($\delta$), in units of per mil (‰), and normalized to respective international standards (hydrogen: Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water-Standard Light Antarctic Precipitation Scale), (carbon: Pee Dee Belemnite), (nitrogen: air), and (sulfur: Canyon Diablo Triolite). Measurement error was ±0.5‰, ±2.0 ‰, ±0.2‰, and ±0.1‰, and for $\delta^{34}S$, $\delta D$, $\delta^{15}N$ and $\delta^{13}C$, respectively. Sulfur analysis was conducted at the University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada. Analysis for hydrogen was conducted at the National Water Research Institute, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada. Feather nitrogen and carbon were analyzed at the University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada.

2.4.3 Data analysis

Hebert and Wassenaar (2005a) developed an origin-assignment classification tree based on individual mallard feather $\delta^{34}S$, $\delta D$, $\delta^{15}N$, and $\delta^{13}C$ values of known-
origin (n = 230). Their model was developed using discriminant-based univariate splits of these stable isotope values for geographic regions of Alaska, California, northern Canada, and central prairies. To test the reliability of their classification model, I assigned individual feathers to the same broad geographic origin groups including northern Canada (Yukon and Northwest Territories, n = 10) and central prairies (Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, North Dakota, and South Dakota, n = 60) but I did not have samples from either Alaska or California. I used the same classification tree software and analytical configuration to estimate the origin of known-origin individual feather δ^{34}S, δD, δ^{15}N, and δ^{13}C values for validation. Cross-tabulation of known versus estimated origin of test cases was used to evaluate classification performance. Site-level misclassification was estimated for sites that were sampled in Hebert and Wassenaar (2005a) (same, n = 8) to identify the contribution of temporal variability to classification error. A site was considered misclassified if ≥1 individual was incorrectly predicted to its known origin. I examined differences in mean δ^{34}S, δD, δ^{15}N, and δ^{13}C feather values among test and model (i.e., Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a) data (n = 253) using multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) and then considered univariate mean values (± 95% CI) to identify sources of classification error.

Mark-recapture information suggests low mixing of female mallards between Pacific and mid-continent populations (Reinecker 1990). This indicates that flyway capture location provides prior information about likely origins of unknown source individuals. Therefore, I constructed a new classification tree using the same analytical configuration with only Hebert and Wassenaar’s (2005a) northern Canada and central prairie δ^{34}S, δD, δ^{15}N, and δ^{13}C feather values (n = 183). I believe this approach would reflect a more relevant test of model reliability by eliminating potential sources of estimation error that biologically are unlikely to occur in mid-continent mallards. Cross-tabulation of known versus estimated origin of test cases was then used to evaluate classification success.

To examine the role of regional spatial resolution on isotopic origin-assignment accuracy, I used classification tree analysis with discriminant-based univariate splits (StatSoft 2000). Classification tree analysis used algorithms to perform discriminant-based splits following QUEST (Quick, Unbiased, Efficient Statistical Trees; Loh and
Shih 1997). To avoid over-fitting, classification trees were pruned using a minimal deviance complexity cross-validation (Breiman et al. 1984, StatSoft 2000). This resulted in a classification tree with a minimal number of splits and optimal predictive accuracy. Categorical response variables comprised boreal forest (BOREAL), Canadian aspen parkland (PARKLAND) and prairie (PRAIRIE) ecoregions within the mid-continent mallard breeding range. I used mid-continent feather isotope values from Hebert and Wassenaar (2005a) (n = 183), this validation study (n = 70) with those sampled at St. Denis (n = 67) and Minnedosa (n = 34) as independent predictor variables. Observed ecoregion of feather origin was assigned by GIS overlay of sampling location latitude (LAT) and longitude (LONG) coordinates with a georeferenced ecoregion map (Ecological Stratification Working Group 1995). Sampling locations identified as boreal transition within the ecoregion map were coded as PARKLAND because the presence of agriculture likely makes this landscape isotopically similar to PARKLAND.

Separate classification tree analyses were conducted representing spatial resolutions of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5° relative LAT differences of BOREAL and PRAIRIE from PARKLAND. For each analysis, all feather values from PARKLAND were retained (n = 133). I included individual feathers as BOREAL and PRAIRIE dependent on whether sites met minimum resolution criteria using their LAT and LONG coordinates relative to those of PARKLAND sites. Feathers from sites that were less than the minimum LAT resolution criteria from PARKLAND were excluded from each analysis. Thus, sample sizes of BOREAL and PRAIRIE feathers tended to increase as LAT distance from PARKLAND sites decreased.

The predictive accuracy at each spatial resolution was assessed using global cross-validation, where each distance-specific analysis was replicated three times and tested with a hold-out group comprising one-third of the learning sample. I report mean (± SD) correct classification rates of the three global cross-validation replicates for each resolution interval analysis. I compared the relative increase in correct classification between each spatial resolution to determine the optimal trade-off between spatial proximity and predictive performance. Finally, I evaluated differences in BOREAL, PARKLAND, and PRAIRIE feather $\delta^{34}$S, $\delta$D, $\delta^{15}$N, and $\delta^{13}$C values (n = 253) with
MANOVA and then used mean values (± 95% CI) from all four data sources (n = 354) to describe regional univariate patterns and sources of classification error.

2.4 RESULTS

2.4.1 Model validation

The validation test of Hebert and Wassenaar’s (2005a) classification tree model correctly predicted 56% (39 of 70) of known-origin individuals sampled during 2005 (Table 2.1). Incorrect predictions included 24 and 6 individuals originating from the central prairies to California and Alaska, respectively. A single individual from northern Canada was incorrectly predicted to Alaska. The subsequent test of a classification tree developed from only mid-continent feather values correctly classified 81% (57 of 70) of individual cases to northern Canada and central prairie regions. Misclassification occurred in feathers of 13 central prairie birds to northern Canada and no feathers from northern Canada were incorrectly predicted to central prairies (Table 2.1). Site-level misclassification was 0.38 (3 of 8) for those sites which were sampled both in 2005 and during Hebert and Wassenaar (2005a). Classification tree analysis indicated that explanatory variable importance rankings (0-100 scale with 100 being most important) were highest for δ³⁴S (100) followed by δ¹⁵N (32), δD (28) and δ¹³C (20) excluding Alaska and California values.

Multivariate analyses indicated feather δ³⁴S, δD, δ¹⁵N, and δ¹³C values differed for northern (MANOVA, Wilk’s Lambda, F₄,₂₉ = 3.52, P < 0.015) and central prairie (MANOVA, Wilk’s Lambda, F₄,₂₀₄ = 12.21, P < 0.001) regions among validation and model data. Univariate level comparison indicated these differences were related to regional variation in δ¹⁵N for northern and in δ³⁴S, δD, and δ¹⁵N for central prairie regions based on 95% confidence intervals (Fig. 2.2).
Table 2.1. Misclassification matrices of known-origin mallard feathers sampled at central prairie and northern Canada locations in the mid-continent breeding range during 2005 (n = 70). Regional origin was estimated using feather $\delta^{34}$S, $\delta^D$, $\delta^{15}$N, and $\delta^{13}$C values in an existing classification tree (Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a) (HW) and a new tree developed with only mid-continent values (MC) from 1999-2001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated-origin</th>
<th>Known-origin</th>
<th>HW</th>
<th>MC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>central Prairie</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>northern Canada</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Correct</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>90.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|                  | central Prairie | northern Canada |
|                  | central Prairie | northern Canada |
|                  | Alaska          | 0              |
|                  | California      | 24             |
|                  | central Prairie | 47             |
|                  | northern Canada | 0              |
|                  |                  | 13             |

|                  |              | 100.0 |
|                  |              |      |

% Correct
Figure 2.2. Mean (± 95% CI) mallard feather $\delta^{34}$S, $\delta$D, $\delta^{15}$N, and $\delta^{13}$C values for Alaska (ALASKA), California (CAL), central prairie (CPRAIRIE), and northern Canada (NORTH) sampled in 1999-2001 (Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a) (black) and during 2005 (grey). Sample sizes listed to right of data points.
2.4.2 Spatial resolution

Percent average classification success (± SD) from global cross-validation was 79.0 (2.5), 76.0 (2.4), 78.9 (3.4), 89.1 (3.4), and 90.7 (3.3) for relative 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5º LAT resolution intervals, respectively. The best predictive performance and closest spatial proximity occurred when region-specific sampling locations were separated by at least 4º relative LAT. At this resolution, isotopic assignment was 2.7 times better than by chance after accounting for priors. Region-specific predictive accuracy varied among distance intervals but was generally lowest for PARKLAND followed by PRAIRIE and BOREAL (Table 2.2). Most misclassification occurred in individuals originating from PARKLAND being classified as PRAIRIE and vice versa regardless of distance interval. On average, feathers from PARKLAND and PRAIRIE were equally likely to be incorrectly predicted to PRAIRIE and PARKLAND, respectively.

Multivariate analyses indicated that BOREAL, PARKLAND, and PRAIRIE differed in feather $\delta^{34}$S, $\delta^D$, $\delta^{15}$N, and $\delta^{13}$C values (MANOVA, Wilk’s Lambda $F_{8,494} = 43.52$, $P < 0.001$). Univariate mean feather $\delta^{34}$S, $\delta^D$, $\delta^{15}$N, and $\delta^{13}$C values derived from all data sources indicate regional differences in all four stable isotopes among BOREAL, PARKLAND, and PRAIRIE based on 95% confidence intervals (Fig. 2.3).
Table 2.2. Global cross-validation matrices of mallard feather origin predictions at spatial resolutions of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5° relative latitude separation of mid-continent boreal forest (BOR) and prairie (PRA) from Canadian aspen parkland (PARK) sites. Individual origin was predicted using known-origin feather $\delta^{34}S$, $\delta D$, $\delta^{15}N$, and $\delta^{13}C$ values sampled from these ecoregions during 1999-2001 and 2005.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated origin</th>
<th>BOR</th>
<th>PARK</th>
<th>PRA</th>
<th>BOR</th>
<th>PARK</th>
<th>PRA</th>
<th>BOR</th>
<th>PARK</th>
<th>PRA</th>
<th>BOR</th>
<th>PARK</th>
<th>PRA</th>
<th>BOR</th>
<th>PARK</th>
<th>PRA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BOR</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARK</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRA</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Correct</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>82.2</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>59.3</td>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>75.1</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>89.4</td>
<td>82.3</td>
<td>93.1</td>
<td>87.9</td>
<td>90.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2.3. Mean $\delta^{34}$S, $\delta^D$, $\delta^{15}$N, and $\delta^{13}$C values (‰) ($\pm$ 95% CI) of mallard feathers grown in boreal, aspen parkland, and prairie ecoregions during 1999-2001 and 2005. Sample sizes at right of mean values.
2.5 DISCUSSION

2.5.1 Reliability of assignments

The validation results support previous evidence that $\delta^{34}$S, $\delta^D$, $\delta^{15}$N, and $\delta^{13}$C feather values can be used to reliably delineate individual origin where tissue was grown (Hobson and Wassenaar 1997, Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a). Overall assignment success of the validation test was 30% lower than global cross-validation results reported by Hebert and Wassenaar (2005a). However, high error rates resulted from misclassification of individuals among Pacific and mid-continent populations. While this validation test suggests this technique performs poorly, the biological relevance of female mallard movements across the continental divide is doubtful based on banding data (Reinecker 1990, Doherty et al. 2002). Thus, a more biologically relevant approach for mallards is to build individual mid-continent and Pacific-flyway models. When mid-continent population was isolated to prevent flyway mixing, correct classification success improved by 25% and was 1.8 times better than by chance relative to prior regional-specific sample sizes. Under this framework, success rates for these two regions are more similar to global cross-validation results reported by Hebert and Wassenaar (2005a) and indicate that predictive performance is high (i.e., 81%) at broad spatial scales using a multi-stable isotope approach.

In addition to non-biologically relevant error, higher misclassification rates of individuals during validation resulted from regional differences in feather $\delta^{34}$S, $\delta^D$, and $\delta^{15}$N values between data sets (Fig. 2.2). Feathers from the central prairies sampled during 2005 were more enriched in $\delta^{34}$S and $\delta^D$ and more depleted in $\delta^{15}$N than model data. Feathers grown in agricultural areas are generally more depleted in $\delta^{34}$S (more negative $\delta^{34}$S) and enriched in $\delta^{15}$N (more positive $\delta^{15}$N) (Hebert and Wassenaar 2001, Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a). Differences in central prairie $\delta^{34}$S and $\delta^{15}$N values among studies could reflect decreases in the amount of agricultural activity in this region. Given the economic importance of farming to rural communities in the central prairies and the brief time-frame between studies, a large-scale reduction in agricultural activity seems unlikely. It seems more plausible that $\delta^{34}$S enrichment and $\delta^{15}$N depletion of validation feather values resulted from unbalanced geographical representation of sampling locations between studies. The collection in the current study
included fewer feathers from Saskatchewan and North and South Dakota, areas of generally high agricultural development. A decrease in the feather representation from agricultural areas is consistent with patterns of enrichment and depletion in the central prairie feather $\delta^{34}$S and $\delta^{15}$N values, respectively. For feather $\delta$D values, temporal variability could arise because of annual changes in seasonal precipitation affecting the loss of $\delta$D to atmospheric evaporation or the degree of water body permanence (Hobson and Wassenaar 1997). Continental patterns of growing season precipitation $\delta$D values are negatively correlated with latitude and positively correlated with feather $\delta$D values (Hobson and Wassenaar 1997, Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a). Thus, annual variation in precipitation rates at sampling locations near the periphery of regional groups could result in similarity of feather $\delta$D values among regions and confound predictions. Based on the comparison of site-level misclassification rates, temporal variation contributed to misclassification costs but investigation with a larger sample of sites is warranted.

Among elements studied, $\delta^{34}$S, $\delta$D, and $\delta^{15}$N values are important for distinguishing origin of feather tissue at broad spatial scales because of geographical patterns associated with regional geology, climate and anthropogenic activities (Hobson and Wassenaar 1997, Hebert and Wassenaar 2001, Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a). Despite its established utility in other studies, the relatively low importance ranking of $\delta$D values for origin assignment during this analysis is not new (Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a). The spatial scaling of this study was restricted to neighbouring northern regional breeding distributions within central North America and so, regional specific differences in $\delta$D values are likely less pronounced when origin groups are separated by a smaller distribution of latitudes. However, even across broad-scale latitudes $\delta$D may not always be useful such that values can be greater than would be expected based upon latitude alone (Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a). Marked differences in feather $\delta^{34}$S and $\delta^{15}$N among central prairie and northern Canada regions likely reflect the patterns in regional geology that may support or limit cereal-based agriculture and live-stock farming (Hebert and Wassenaar 2001, Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a). Regional patterns in mallard feather $\delta^{34}$S values could also mimic the distribution of sulfate-reducing bacteria known to deplete $\delta^{34}$S in aquatic food webs (Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a). This study’s results suggest feather $\delta^{34}$S values alone may have been adequate in
providing reliable predictions for the two mid-continent regions of interest. However, the relative importance of each stable isotope for origin-assignments is likely to vary with the number of assignment groups, the degree of isotopic signature differences among groups, and their spatial arrangement.

2.5.2 Spatial resolution of assignments

The results of the spatial resolution analysis indicate that individual origin-assignment using feather $\delta^{34}S$, $\delta^D$, $\delta^{15}N$, and $\delta^{13}C$ values can be highly reliable (>80.0%) at finer spatial scales than previously reported (Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a). Predictive accuracy generally decreased with closer spatial proximity, however, even the lowest accuracy was two times better than by chance. These findings support the utility of feather $\delta^{34}S$, $\delta^D$, $\delta^{15}N$, and $\delta^{13}C$ values as a reliable technique for individual origin assignment.

Correct classification of individuals from aspen parklands and prairies was confounded by isotopic similarity of feather $\delta^D$, $\delta^{15}N$, and $\delta^{13}C$ values (Fig. 2.3). The resemblance of aspen parkland and prairie isotopic signatures is likely due to common climate, biology, and agricultural development. Enriched feather $\delta^{34}S$ appears to be a strong segregator of prairie from aspen parkland origins and this pattern may be due to relationships with geology and/or the frequency of aerobic and anaerobic respiration in wetlands (review by Rubenstein and Hobson 2004, Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a). The relative magnitudes of differences in stable isotope values among regions indicate that feather $\delta^{34}S$ and $\delta^D$ are important for distinguishing boreal forest from aspen parkland and prairie biomes (Fig. 2.3).

Feather $\delta^{34}S$, $\delta^D$, and $\delta^{15}N$ patterns among boreal forest, aspen parkland, and prairie ecoregions during this study are consistent with geographic patterns reported elsewhere (Hobson and Wassenaar 1997, Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a). However, the regional patterns related to feather $\delta^{13}C$ values deviate from general trends where $^{13}C$ depletion is positively correlated with increasing latitude (review by Rubenstein and Hobson 2004). Based on this trend, we would have expected aspen parkland feather $\delta^{13}C$ values to be more depleted (more negative) than prairie but more enriched (more positive) than boreal forest values. Aspen parkland values from samples collected in
2005 included feathers from northern Alberta, which had high $^{13}$C enrichment (range: -14.2 to -27.6) given their sampling latitude; a pattern which could be partly caused by higher site elevation (Graves et al. 2002, Hobson et al. 2003) and drier climate than boreal forest at similar latitudes (Hobson 1999).

The validation test of Hebert and Wassenaar’s (2005a) feather $\delta^{34}$S, $\delta^{15}$N, and $\delta^{13}$C model and subsequent spatial resolution analysis support that the stable isotope approach can provide reliable predictions of individual origin at broad and coarse spatial scales. Despite regional variation in feather $\delta^{34}$S, $\delta^{15}$N, and $\delta^{13}$C values, the multi-stable isotope approach to broad-scale origin classification problems appears to be robust when irrelevant sources of error can be removed. This is evident by the 25% increase in classification success when the chance for unnatural exchange of individuals among Pacific and mid-continent mallard populations was excluded from the model. Bayesian techniques can now be used to incorporate sources of error during model building (Wunder and Norris 2008) and provide a better alternative then excluding as done in this study. Regardless, if unnatural exchange of individuals can not be controlled in the development of assignment tests then multiple isotope approach performs poorly.

The application of this technique will provide wildlife managers with the ability to measure connectivity between locations where individuals are sampled and where tissues were grown. However, application of this approach is dependant on chronology of tissue synthesis being known. Geographically linking migratory species across space and time will be useful for identifying important habitats and/or locations for conservation but may also elucidate patterns in population demographics. For example, feathers grown at southern wintering habitats and sampled at northern breeding locations could reveal information related to population mixing (Rubenstein et al. 2002), or rates of fecundity and survival (Norris et al. 2004). Other applications include the delineation of sources of productivity (Hebert and Wassenaar 2005b) and potential applications to wildlife diseases, behaviour, and evolutionary processes (Webster et al. 2002). The accuracy of origin-assignment using the multi-isotope approach was reduced at finer spatial scales but greater resolution may be possible when combined with other tracking techniques such as banding and telemetry (Clark et al. 2004).
Further work is needed to understand how well origin-assignment models developed from one species can be generally applied to others. This might be accomplished by comparing tissue isotopic signatures of different species grown at the same location. If this is possible it would negate the need for building species-specific models. Initial work indicates potential for general applications within waterfowl (Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a) and across species (Clark et al. 2006) but could be impeded by differences in species use of aquatic and terrestrial food webs. These ideas are being explored with models developed from known-origin data from dabbling and diving duck species. The ambition of this work is that it will lead to new insights pertaining to declines in boreal lesser scaup (*Aythya affinis*) and conservation efforts to aid this and other migratory birds.
CHAPTER 3. SOURCES OF YEARLING FEMALE RECRUITS IN AN APPARENT “SINK” POPULATION

3.1 ABSTRACT

Populations occupying “sink” habitats can persist if productive local subpopulations exist, immigrants rescue the population, or both processes occur. I tested these hypotheses by combining capture-mark-recapture data and recruit origin assignments obtained from feather stable isotope values from a local Mallard population breeding near Minnedosa, Manitoba, Canada, during 2002-2005. Important effects to population growth rates included female nest location (nest tunnel versus non-tunnel) and recruitment of yearling females originating locally or from nearby aspen parkland areas rather than from more distant regions. Population growth rates of tunnel-nesting females (mean = 1.21, SD: 0.22, n = 3 years) annually exceeded population stability primarily because apparent annual survival rate was consistently > 0.75. Population growth rates for non-tunnel females (mean = 0.90, SD: 0.17, n = 3 years) varied annually in response to recruitment rates of yearling females from aspen parkland areas; there was little support for models which represented population rescue by yearling immigrants produced in the United States Prairie Pothole and Canadian Boreal Forest regions. Elevated apparent survival rates of adult females using nest tunnel locations and fine-scale dispersal of yearling females recruited from local subpopulations or nearby source populations are responsible for sustaining local Mallard levels near Minnedosa. This is the first study to demonstrate clearly the value of nest tunnels for increasing adult female survival and productivity of Mallards at a local scale. Integrating mark-recapture and isotopic information may be valuable in testing ecological and management hypotheses about dispersal and demographic processes, as well as determining the value of nest structure programs for avian conservation.

3.2 INTRODUCTION

At least two non-mutually exclusive hypotheses could explain why populations may be stable or growing when local reproductive success is insufficient to offset annual mortality. First, there may be local subpopulations which contribute excess productivity
through either higher survival or reproductive rates, or both. However, the influence of subpopulations will depend on the relative distribution and fitness of individuals in each subpopulation. Alternatively, local populations could be sustained by rescue from immigrants produced elsewhere (Brown and Kodric-Brown 1977), a concept with origins in island biogeography (MacArthur and Wilson 1963). The underlying mechanisms which sustain populations are relevant to source-sink and population dynamics (Pulliam 1988, Watkinson and Sutherland 1995, Boughton 1999), gene flow (Jehle et al. 2005), and conservation (Stacy and Taper 1992).

Modern capture-mark-recapture (CMR) models provide powerful approaches for evaluating components of population growth (Pradel 1996), as well as movement of marked individuals among multiple populations (Hestbeck et al. 1991, Brownie et al. 1993). Recruitment represents new individuals joining a population through either births or immigration (Williams et al. 2002). Linking the origin of recruits to local or external sources is essential for testing the rescue by immigration hypothesis. CMR can quantify movement rates between populations but relies on the recapture of individuals marked elsewhere. For highly mobile species such as migratory birds, recapture rates of banded transients are often <2.0% (see Doherty et al. 2002, Webster et al. 2002), reducing precision of estimates. Alternate CMR methods such as telemetry come with technical, logistical, and financial constraints which may limit sample sizes or spatial representation for making inferences about populations of interest (Clark et al. 2004).

The origin of unmarked individuals can be reliably traced across broad spatial scales using intrinsic biological markers such as tissue stable isotope values (Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a). This is possible because consumers incorporate stable isotopes from local food webs into growing tissues and tissue values can then be compared with geographic patterns (review by Rubenstein and Hobson 2004). For example, molt chronology and sequence have been described for many bird species allowing for the sampling of specific feather tracts to link individual breeding performance to winter habitat use (Marra et al. 1998). The isotopic approach may be especially useful to delineate the geographic sources of unmarked juvenile recruits because metabolically inert tissues such as claws and feathers are often suitable for sampling several months
after young leave natal areas. Thus, the isotopic approach can quantify dispersal and has potential for resolving questions about demographic rescue.

Previous attempts to measure rescue effects in birds used radio telemetry dispersal data in simulated models of population growth (Withey and Marzluff 2005) or telemetry and banding to track individual movements among discrete populations (Martin et al. 2000). CMR and stable isotope analyses were combined, where CMR was used to estimate survival, capture, and population growth rates while tissue stable isotope values were used to infer natal origins of yearling recruits. The combined approach permits the simultaneous consideration of survival and capture rates, with information about sources of recruits and their relative contributions to population growth rate. Adding auxiliary isotopic information is better than CMR alone because each newly captured individual can potentially provide reliable information about its previous location(s). The idea of enhancing CMR with auxiliary stable isotope data has been suggested previously (Webster et al. 2002, Clark et al. 2004, Powell 2004) and used to study fish foraging ecology (Cunjak et al. 2005) and insect patch dynamics (Caudill 2003) but application to real problems in birds are lacking. I provide an example of how CMR and feather stable isotope information can be combined to evaluate hypotheses about local population dynamics in a migratory bird species. I present a temporal symmetry analysis of mark-recapture and feather stable isotope data from a population of adult and yearling female Mallards (Anas platyrhynchos) breeding near Minnedosa, Manitoba, Canada, an area where reproduction has typically been too low to sustain the local population.

Artificial nest structures (e.g., baskets, bales and tunnels) for waterfowl have been used in Europe since the 1600s (Eley Game Advisory Station 1969, cited by Doty et al. 1975), were introduced to North America in the 1950s (Burger and Webster 1964), and have been distributed in the Minnedosa area since the early 1990s (J. Fisher, Delta Waterfowl Foundation, pers. comm.). Despite this long history of use, knowledge about the broad demographic impact of nest structures is lacking. Female ducks are most susceptible to predators when attending nests (Sargeant et al. 1984) and over-water nest tunnels may reduce mortality by limiting access by terrestrial predators. Nest tunnels may be practical at improving both nest productivity and female survival because higher
hatch rates result in less renesting, but the female survival hypothesis has not been formally tested. Nests in tunnels, such as nest cylinders, are consistently more productive than those in adjacent upland habitats and other nest structures (i.e., baskets and bales), and it has been hypothesized that tunnels have nest success rates that are sufficient to maintain or increase local populations (Artmann et al. 2001). This hypothesis predicts that annual population growth rates will be influenced largely by previous offspring production such that higher recruitment would result in a local population increase.

There is evidence of low reproductive success for Mallards in many areas of the Canadian prairies (Greenwood et al. 1995), including at Minnedosa, where pair density may be high despite low upland nest success (Table 3.1). Local Mallard populations in these areas could be maintained by immigration from elsewhere. For instance, yearling females may settle more frequently in unfamiliar breeding areas because natal dispersal generally is more common than adult breeding dispersal (Anderson et al. 1992). This hypothesis predicts that annual population growth rate will be positively correlated with yearling immigration rate. The isotopic approach can be applied to female Mallards because greater covert feathers (GSC) grown as ducklings are not molted until after their first breeding season as yearlings (Heitmeyer 1987). Thus, isotopic information related to the natal origin of individuals is available from GSC feathers of yearling females sampled at breeding locations.
Table 3.1. Mallard breeding-pair and wetland densities (km²) and nest success (%NS) (km²) estimates near Minnedosa, Manitoba, Canada. Some variables were not reported (NR) by references.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year(s)</th>
<th>Pairs</th>
<th>Upland %NS (n)</th>
<th>Tunnel %NS (n)</th>
<th>Wetlands</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>1.9 (24)</td>
<td>74.0 (56)</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>Current study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>0.1 (34)</td>
<td>65.5 (68)</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>2.5 (69)</td>
<td>43.3 (73)</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>5.7 (96)</td>
<td>51.1 (48)</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>1.7 (405)</td>
<td>70.9 (72)</td>
<td>50.6</td>
<td>IWW 1999, unpublished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985-91</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>12.2 (49)</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Arnold et al. 1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>10.4 (50)</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>Greenwood et al. 1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>6.3 (54)</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>5.2 (25)</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Sellers 1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 1955    | 9.1   | 29.1 (42)


\(^1\) Apparent nest success was transformed to Mayfield equivalent using Green’s (1989) estimator.
My general objective was to evaluate the locally productive subpopulation and yearling immigration hypotheses to explain local Mallard population dynamics in a putative sink breeding habitat. More specifically, I aimed to identify: 1) whether the Minnedosa Mallard population was stable; 2) whether growth rates of subpopulations of females using nest tunnel or non tunnel nest locations were increasing, decreasing, or stable; 3) natal sources of yearling female recruits; and, 4) how demographic patterns in adult female survival and yearling recruitment were related to annual population growth rates. To my knowledge, this is the first study to measure simultaneously the relative influence of internal and external sources of productivity on local population growth rates by combining information about origins of yearling female recruits using stable isotope techniques with modern capture-recapture models (Pradel 1996).

3.3 METHODS

3.3.1 Study area

Work was conducted in the aspen parkland ecoregion (PARKLAND) of the Prairie Ecozone of Canada (Ecological Stratification Working Group 1995), on 1,036 ha of farmland located in the Rural Municipality of Odanah near Minnedosa, Manitoba, Canada (50°10'N, 99°47'W). Topography ranges from gently rolling hills to relatively flat terrain in a landscape dominated by cereal grain and oil-seed agriculture and containing numerous seasonal, semi-permanent and permanent wetlands. Habitats used by nesting ducks included uplands, hay-land, wetland emergent vegetation, and woodland. Other available nest habitat included 75 man-made nest tunnels suspended over water from metal posts placed on permanent wetlands; most wetlands contained one nest tunnel but some larger wetlands contained up to three. The proportion of tunnels containing nests varied annually within a range of 67-88%.

3.3.2 Data collection

During April-August, 2002 - 2005, female Mallards were captured on wetlands using decoy traps (Sharp and Lokemoen 1987) and at nests with drop-door (Weller 1957) or tunnel (Yerkes 1997) traps. Females were then marked with standard leg bands and unique nasal disk color and shape combinations (Lokemoen and Sharp 1985). The
second GSC was sampled from captured individuals to determine age as adult or yearling based on physical characteristics (Krapu et al. 1979). Yearling GSCs were then analyzed for stable hydrogen (δD), nitrogen (δ15N) and carbon (δ13C) isotope composition following the same protocols described in Hebert and Wassenaar (2005a) and normalized relative to keratin and international standards (Wassenaar and Hobson 2003). I could not determine the previous breeding location from feathers of adult females because breeding and molting locations may differ (Hohman et al. 1992). Nests were systematically located in wetlands and uplands from May to July each year using standard searching techniques (Klett et al. 1986). Marked females were resighted using a variable power 80 mm spotting scope (Nikon Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) or recaptured on wetlands or at nests using decoy or nest traps, respectively. Routine resight searches were conducted for marked females on wetlands in the surrounding 1.6 km² area just outside the study area perimeter. Capture at nests occurred during late incubation to minimize its potential influence on nest and female fate. All young were marked with plasticine leg bands at hatch (Blums et al. 1999). Permits were authorized by Canadian Council on Animal Care, Province of Manitoba (2002-04) and University of Saskatchewan (20040021), Canadian Wildlife Service (M002-03), and Environment Canada, Bird Banding Laboratory (sub-permit: 03622QA).

3.3.3 Yearling natal-origin assignment

Origin of unmarked yearlings was assigned to boreal (BOREAL), PARKLAND, or United States prairie pothole region (PPR) using a quadratic discriminant function (DF; PROC DISCRIM, SAS Institute Inc., 2008) derived from 130 known-source feather values of pre-fledged Mallard young sampled within these regions during 1999-2001 and 2005 (DWC unpublished data). Predictive performance of the DF was evaluated two ways; 1) using cross-validation and 2) with a test sample of individuals banded as ducklings and recaptured as yearlings at Minnedosa. To simplify modeling, individuals estimated to originate from BOREAL and PPR were pooled as immigrants and then incorporated immigrant and PARKLAND recruitment information into annual population growth rates as described below.
3.3.4 *Capture-recapture analysis*

Annual encounter histories for marked individuals were constructed based on detection on the study area from 1 April to 31 July each year. Marked individuals were considered detected when seen by at least two different observers in the same year, reducing the chance of misidentification. Individuals were assigned to tunnel and non-tunnel nest location groups based on their first known nest location. Non-tunnel females included those identified attending nests in upland, wetland margin and emergent vegetation, and woodland habitats. Females whose nest location was unknown were pooled with non-tunnel females because this group is likely comprised mostly of failed non-tunnel and a few failed tunnel-nesting females which could not be identified while attending nests. Individuals known to have lost nasal marks were censored from the analysis.

A temporal symmetry extension of a Cormarck-Jolly-Seber (CJS) model was used to generate estimates of population growth rates, and apparent annual survival and detection probabilities in Program MARK (Pradel 1996, White and Burnham 1999, Nichols et al. 2000). In temporal symmetry capture-recapture analysis, encounter histories are read forward and backward through time to estimate apparent survival, seniority, and capture probabilities (Pradel 1996, Nichols et al. 2000). Apparent survival ($\phi_i$) is the probability that an individual encountered alive during time ($i$) is alive and present in time ($i + 1$). Seniority ($\gamma_i$) is the probability that an individual present in time ($i$) had not entered the population between time ($i$) and ($i-1$) and capture ($p_i$) is the likelihood that an individual is captured at time ($i$) given it is alive and present at time ($i$) for forward or at time ($i-1$) for reverse analyses, respectively (Pradel 1996). Population growth rate ($\lambda_i$) is then estimated as, $\lambda_i = \phi_i / \gamma_{i+1}$ (White and Burnham 1999).

The logit-link function was used for apparent survival and capture probabilities and the log-link for population growth parameters. For model selection, an information-theoretic approach was used to evaluate the relative support for candidate models representing hypotheses about patterns of population growth rates and model-averaged among the candidate set to derive parameter estimates (Burnham and Anderson 1998). The sum of normalized Akaike weights ($w_i$) was interpreted as a measure of covariate importance in the context of the set of candidate models (Burnham and Anderson 1998).
Models in the candidate set were used to: (1) determine whether the local population and its component subpopulations were increasing, decreasing, or stable; and, (2) evaluate the relative contributions of site and regional sources of recruits to local and subpopulation growth rates. Estimates of $\lambda_i$ were interpreted as an increasing population when $> 1.0$, stable when $= 1.0$, and declining when $< 1.0$, given 95% confidence intervals.

I used prior information about female mallard reproductive ecology to implement constraints on model parameters. These constraints included positive correlations between: (1) annual wetland conditions and capture probability (Arnold and Clark 1996, Dufour and Clark 2002); 2) annual increases in wetland abundance and population growth rate (Wilkens et al. 2006); and (3) female and nest mortality rates (Cowardin et al. 1985). Annual counts of study area wetlands during early May, May wetland abundance relative to the previous year ($x_{i+1}/x_i$), and group-specific nest success estimates were used as indices of local wetland conditions, among-year wetland trends and reproductive performance, respectively (Table 3.2). The inclusion of all three covariates represented a biological null model, and 15 models were evaluated describing population dynamics.
Table 3.2. Covariate description and values used to model annual variation in population growth ($\lambda$), apparent survival ($\phi$), and capture ($p$) rates for marked mallards at Minnedosa, Manitoba, 2002-2005. Missing values (-) indicate no year-specific model parameter to constrain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Covariate</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2002 2003 2004 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative May wetland abundance$^2$</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.97 1.05 1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>Tunnel-hatched yearlings$^3$</td>
<td>20 43 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PARK-source yearlings$^3$</td>
<td>(11) (24) (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Immigrant yearlings$^3$</td>
<td>51 56 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tunnel nest success (Mayfield)</td>
<td>0.51 0.44 0.66 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>Non-tunnel nest success (Mayfield)</td>
<td>0.06 0.03 0.01 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>May wetland counts</td>
<td>322 313 328 378</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^1$ Covariate value in year ($i$) is applied to parameter estimate for year ($i$).
$^2$ Covariate values represent relative estimates of annual May wetland counts ($x_{i+1} / x_i$).
$^3$ Raw counts of yearling captures (shown in parentheses) were adjusted by annual yearling recapture rates of 0.55, 0.55, and 0.22 for 2003, 2004, and 2005, respectively.
To test the subpopulation hypothesis models were constructed which allowed survival, capture, and population growth rates to vary by tunnel and non-tunnel nest locations, and evaluated support for group differences relative to the biological null. Model variants which allowed annual group-specific growth rates to vary by wetland counts in year \((i+1)\) relative to those in year \((i)\) and group-specific capture rates to vary by wetland counts in year \((i)\) were also included (Table 3.2). Other population growth covariates included the number of yearlings known (from band recaptures) to have hatched in tunnels the previous year or the number of immigrant yearlings estimated from isotopic information. Regional sources of yearling female recruits were described as either having natal-origin from within or outside PARKLAND using predictions from feather stable isotope values. Numbers of captured yearling recruits were adjusted by annual recapture rates derived from a separate age-specific CJS analysis of banded ducklings (DWC, unpublished data; Table 3.2). Other models included variants of group-specific population growth rates, constrained by habitat or recruitment covariates, and where each nest location group was allowed to vary independently of the other by different habitat or recruitment covariates. Finally, a global model incorporating effects of group-specific nest success, annual wetland counts, and nest location plus time effects, and a statistical null model with constant survival, capture and population growth rates completed the candidate set.

Apparent survival, capture, or population growth rates did not vary among methods of initial capture (i.e., decoy vs. nest trap) or annual movement from first known nest location group (i.e., stayed vs. moved) in separate analyses, so data were pooled for the analyses described above (DWC, unpublished data). The time between first capture in year \((i)\) and first resight in year \((i+1)\) was 30 to 40 days longer for females first marked at decoy traps than at nests. Median, minimum, and maximum days from first capture to first recapture were 360, 286, and 370 for decoy-trapped \((n = 37)\) and 325, 272, and 367 for nest-trapped \((n = 48)\) females, respectively. However, apparent survival and capture probabilities for females in these groups were similar in a separate time to resight since marking analysis, indicating that the combination of decoy and nest-trap data in nest location groups did not violate homogeneity assumptions (DWC, unpublished data).
3.4 RESULTS

3.4.1 Recaptures of marked females

I captured and individually marked 265 adult female Mallards and re-encountered marked individuals on 187 occasions between April 2002 and July 2005. Censoring removed 10 and 9 individuals due to nasal marker loss and those not encountered again within 5 days after first capture (probably transient individuals), respectively, leaving 246 individuals for analysis; 97 were first observed using nest tunnels and 149 were associated with non-tunnel nests. Totals of 244, 350, and 227 ducklings were given plasticine bands at hatch during 2002, 2003, and 2004, respectively. Tunnel and non-tunnel nests produced 204 and 42, 295 and 55, and 220 and 7 ducklings during 2002, 2003, and 2004, respectively. From the marked duckling sample, 12, 27, and 5 were recaptured as yearling females during the 2003, 2004, and 2005 breeding seasons, respectively. Of these, 40 and 4 were hatched from nests in tunnels and non-tunnels, respectively, and 89.0% (44 of 49) were encountered as yearlings during this study. Five females recaptured at ages beyond yearling were not included in yearling recruitment covariate estimates (Table 3.2).

3.4.2 Yearling natal-origin assignments

DF cross-validation of feather δD, δ15N, and δ13C values from pre-fledged ducklings resulted in 78.5% (102 of 130) successful classification of known-source individuals. Region-specific success was 87.3%, 77.1%, and 63.0% of individuals known to have grown feathers in BOREAL, PARKLAND, and PPR, respectively. Of individuals marked as ducklings and recaptured as yearlings at Minnedosa, 93.2% (41 of 44) were successfully predicted to have originated in PARKLAND. Predicted origins of unmarked yearlings indicated that geographic sources varied annually but were primarily of PARKLAND origin (Table 3.3).
Table 3.3. Annual captures of boreal forest (BOREAL), aspen parkland (PARKLAND), and U.S. Prairie Pothole Region (PPR) yearling female recruits estimated from feather δD, δ15N, and δ13C values during 2002-2005 near Minnedosa, Manitoba, Canada.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>2002</th>
<th>2003</th>
<th>2004</th>
<th>2005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BOR</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARK</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPR</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.3 Model assumptions

There is no direct goodness-of-fit test available for temporal symmetry models and application of forward-time testing may be inappropriate to evaluate how well data meet assumptions of CJS models (Cooch and White 2007). Violation of the capture-recapture homogeneity assumption can bias initial estimates of population growth rate which then decrease over time as more individuals become marked (Hines and Nichols 2002); however, differences in annual patterns of population growth rates among nest location groups indicated that strong systematic bias is unlikely (Fig. 3.1). Movement of females among nest location groups could confound parameter estimates and my ability to evaluate hypotheses. Nineteen (31%) of 62 marked females detected at nests in multiple years were known to switch locations, with most (89%) movements being from non-tunnel to tunnel nests. If switching was more common than detected, lower support for nest location effects among candidate models would be expected.
Figure 3.1. Model-averaged estimates (± 95% CI) of annual population growth rate ($\lambda$) for tunnel (A) and non-tunnel nesting (B) female mallards at Minnedosa, Manitoba, Canada, for 2002-2003, 2003-2004 and 2004-2005. Also shown are apparent survival ($\varphi$, grey fill, ± 95%CI) and derived recruitment ($\lambda - \varphi$, white fill) rates. The dashed line represents a stable population growth rate ($\lambda = 1.0$).
Nasal disks do not directly affect survival (Howerter et al. 1997) and permit recapture without physical handling, so marked individuals and measure population parameters were monitored with minimal investigator disturbance. A principal assumption of mark-recapture analysis is that marks are not misidentified or lost. It is likely some marker loss went undetected because the ability to detect marker loss depended upon physical capture of previously-marked individuals, whereas identification of marker retention only required resightings. Marker loss was estimated as 5.3% (10 of 187 recaptures), slightly higher than 3.3% and 2.5% loss rates reported by Lokemoen and Sharpe (1985) and Dufour and Clark (2002), respectively.

3.4.4 Model selection

The best-approximating model indicated that population growth rates for tunnel and non-tunnel groups differed, respectively, in relation to annual wetland trends and recruitment of yearling females produced from tunnels (Table 3.4). Based on relative model weights ($w_i$), this model was more than twice as well supported as the next best model which differed only by inclusion of yearling recruitment from PARKLAND sources for the non-tunnel group. Nest location effects appeared in the top nine models, PARKLAND source recruitment rates appeared twice in the top three, and immigrant source recruits appeared once in the top five. In terms of support for hypotheses, local subpopulation productivity models (T and Park covariates) received 86.8% and models with immigration covariates received 9.1% of support based on cumulative $w_i$. Models lacking nest location effects were not well supported by data ($\Delta AIC_c$ score of < 7.0, Burnham and Anderson 1998). In the absence of nest location effects, regional recruitment ranked higher than biological null and immigration models (Table 3.4). There was selection uncertainty among candidate models based on $\Delta AIC_c$ values so model averaging was used to derive parameter estimates (Burnham and Anderson 1998).
Table 3.4. Model selection results for evaluating sources of demographic rescue of female mallards captured at Minnedosa, Manitoba, Canada, 2002-2005. Population growth ($\lambda$) rates were allowed to differ between tunnel (TNL) and non-tunnel (NON) subpopulations, over time (TIME), or as time constant (•). Other covariates included annual wetland counts relative to the prior year ($\Delta$WET), estimates of yearling female recruits produced from within (PARK), or outside (IMM) the aspen parklands, or produced in tunnels (T), both with and without nest location differences among candidate models. Shown for each model are Akaike Information Criterion scores adjusted for small sample size (AICc), relative AICc difference ($\Delta$AICc), relative model weight ($w_i$), model likelihood ($L_i$), and number of model parameters (K).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>AICc</th>
<th>$\Delta$AICc</th>
<th>$w_i$</th>
<th>$L_i$</th>
<th>K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_{TNL+\Delta WET, NON+T}$</td>
<td>1090.47</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_{TNL+\Delta WET, NON+PARK}$</td>
<td>1091.89</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_{TNL+PARK, NON+PARK}$</td>
<td>1092.25</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_{TNL+TIME, NON+TIME}$</td>
<td>1094.32</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_{TNL+IMM, NON+IMM}$</td>
<td>1096.06</td>
<td>5.59</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_{TNL+\Delta WET, NON+\Delta WET}$</td>
<td>1096.25</td>
<td>5.78</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_{TNL+\Delta WET, NON+IMM}$</td>
<td>1097.43</td>
<td>6.96</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_{TNL+T, NON+T}$</td>
<td>1100.96</td>
<td>10.49</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_{TNL, NON}$</td>
<td>1102.01</td>
<td>11.54</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_{PARK}$</td>
<td>1110.02</td>
<td>19.55</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_{IMM}$</td>
<td>1112.85</td>
<td>22.38</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_{\Delta WET}$</td>
<td>1112.99</td>
<td>22.51</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_T$</td>
<td>1116.01</td>
<td>25.54</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_{(•)}$</td>
<td>1116.54</td>
<td>26.07</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_{(•)}$</td>
<td>1134.55</td>
<td>44.08</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The statistical null was parameterized as time-constant for apparent survival, capture, and population growth rates. All other candidate models included capture rate parameterized as a function of nest location differences plus annual wetland conditions and apparent survival by group-specific nest success rates.
### 3.4.5 Population growth, apparent survival, and capture

Parameter estimates from the biological null model representing the Minnedosa population were 1.19 (SE: 0.08), 1.06 (SE: 0.05), and 0.91 (SE: 0.07) for population growth rates, and 0.76 (SE: 0.05), 0.74 (SE: 0.05), and 0.80 (SE: 0.05) for apparent survival rates for 2002-2003, 2003-2004, and 2004-2005, respectively. Annual capture probabilities were 0.87 (SE: 0.04), 0.89 (SE: 0.04), 0.86 (SE: 0.04), and 0.70 (SE: 0.09) during 2002-2005, respectively.

Model-averaged estimates of annual population growth rates for the nest tunnel group generally exceeded those of the non-tunnel nesting group except for 2003-2004 (Fig. 3.1); likewise, model-averaged apparent annual survival rate estimates were consistently higher for tunnel-nesting females. Model-averaged estimates for annual capture probabilities were 0.93 (SE: 0.04), 0.93 (SE: 0.04), 0.94 (SE: 0.03), and 0.84 (SE: 0.09) for tunnel and 0.76 (SE: 0.07), 0.79 (SE: 0.07), 0.74 (SE: 0.07), and 0.54 (SE: 0.10) for non-tunnel females during 2002-2005, respectively.

### 3.5 DISCUSSION

#### 3.5.1 Sources of population rescue

Trends in local population growth rates were consistent with mallard pair counts (Table 3.1) and most closely resembled demographic processes specific to nest tunnels (Fig. 3.1); tunnel-nesting females had consistently higher apparent annual survival rates and produced more yearling female recruits. There was little support for the hypothesis that the mallard population was rescued demographically by yearling immigrants from areas outside the Canadian aspen parklands. Models incorporating aspen parkland source yearling recruits (i.e., covariates T and PARK) were better supported than models involving yearling immigration from distant sources such as the U.S. prairies or Canadian boreal forest (Table 3.4). Yearling origin predictions using feather δD, δ15N, and δ13C values indicated that most yearling recruits originated from within the aspen parklands (Table 3.3). In general, the spatial distribution of recruit origins among years is consistent with dispersal patterns described for American Crows (*Corvus brachyrhynchos*; Withey and Marzluff 2005) and Tree Swallows (*Tachycineta bicolor*; Winkler et al. 2005).
Population growth rate can be estimated as the sum of survival and recruitment rates so an increase in either of these rates will reduce the contribution needed from the other rate to maintain stability (Pradel 1996). Based on estimates of population growth rates (Fig. 3.1), nest tunnel females increased in 2003 and 2004 and were likely stable in 2005. By contrast, the subpopulation of non-tunnel females declined in 2003 and possibly 2005, and likely increased in 2004. Population growth rates for tunnel-nesting Mallards were driven primarily by high apparent annual survival. Non-tunnel nest locations needed nearly equal contributions from survival and recruitment annually to achieve stability, a pattern consistent with mallard populations elsewhere based on reported apparent survival rates (Arnold and Clark 1996, Dufour and Clark 2002). As a result of a higher apparent survival rate, about half of the recruitment rate was needed to surpass stability in the tunnel population than what might normally be expected. Sources of tunnel-nesting recruits included some tunnel-produced yearlings, but unmarked recruits to the tunnel subpopulation could be renesting or late-arriving females. Most tunnel nests hatched by early June each year, so tunnels became available to other breeding females and second use of nest tunnels by different females has been documented (Chouinard et al. 2005). In contrast, population growth rate for the non-tunnel group was more sensitive to recruitment rates than were tunnel nests because apparent survival rate in this group was consistently lower than that of tunnel-nesting females (Fig. 3.1). Population growth rate for non-tunnel locations was variable because of an apparent reliance on local or regional nest productivity and the return of locally-produced yearling recruits, rates that fluctuated annually during the study (Table 3.2). In addition to nest tunnels, over-water vegetation and idle aspen parkland are other nesting habitats that could potentially produce yearling recruits to occupy “sink” aspen parkland habitats (Arnold et al. 1993, IWWR 1999). However, nests monitored from these habitats had low success and produced no yearling recaptures during this study.

The apparent survival rate estimates for non-tunnel females are similar to rates for female Mallards breeding elsewhere but rates for females using nest tunnels are much higher (Arnold and Clark 1996). Females first detected using nest tunnels averaged 20.3% (SD: 4.3, n = 3 years) higher apparent annual survival than females nesting elsewhere, presumably because of lower predation on nesting females. Differences in
apparent survival rates among groups could also reflect higher dispersal of non-tunnel females because permanent emigration cannot be distinguished from death (White and Burnham 1999). Breeding female Mallards are more inclined to disperse following nest failure and so annual differences among nest location groups may reflect the proclivity of females to disperse from low-success habitats (Majewski and Beszterda 1990).

Studies of nest baskets, bales, and tunnels have largely focused on occupancy (Bishop and Barratt 1970, Chouinard et al. 2005) and nest success rates (Doty 1979, Haworth and Higgins 1993, Artmann et al. 2001) with little attention to comparative demography of females using structures versus those nesting elsewhere. Females nesting in tunnels had higher survival rates than females nesting in other locations, and to my knowledge, this is the first demonstration of this difference. In addition to higher hatch rates, tunnel nests typically hatched earlier in the breeding season (median day of year: 164, 10-90 percentile: 146-193, n = 126) than non-tunnels (median: 175, 10-90 percentile: 163-196, n = 19), perhaps contributing to higher juvenile recruitment rates (Dzus and Clark 1998). However, whether or not females nesting in tunnels could sustain sink populations through higher recruitment or adult survival depends in large part on the proportion of breeding females using tunnels and tunnel success rates, and this problem warrants further investigation.

This study supports the suggestion that tunnels and neighbouring aspen parkland habitats produce most yearling female recruits. The spatial resolution of stable isotope predictions is limited so it cannot be discerned whether predicted aspen parkland recruits originated from undetected nests on or near the study area or further away in the region. However, there was no evidence that demographic rescue by yearlings from boreal forest and U.S. prairie pothole region was a strong determinant of population growth rate in this mallard population. Thus, the source-sink dynamics in this marked mallard population involved fine-scale exchange of yearling female offspring produced by a sub-population on the study site or from nearby areas. I recognize that immigration from more distant sources such as boreal forest might occur in some years. For instance, the highest level of yearling immigration occurred in 2002 (26%, Table 3.3), but I was unable to evaluate its influence because population growth rate could not be estimated for this year.
3.5.2 Integrating mark-recapture and isotopic information

Capture-mark-recapture modeling permitted me to evaluate the relative contribution of sub-populations in terms of their respective survival and population growth rates to annual trends in the Minnedosa population. By integrating origin assignment results from feather $\delta^2$D, $\delta^{15}$N, and $\delta^{13}$C values into capture-mark-recapture models, I was able to constrain population models with an additional recruitment parameter and assess directly the relative support among competing models representing different sources of yearling recruitment with those of local productivity (Table 3.4). The integration of isotopic origin assignments of yearling recruits into capture-mark-recapture models avoided the use of more parameterized multi-state models which necessitates recapturing yearling individuals marked elsewhere. During this study, an adult or yearling female which was marked outside the Minnedosa area was never captured and, given the geographic expanse and size of the mid-continent mallard population in North America, recapturing individuals marked in the Canadian boreal forest or U.S. prairies at a single aspen parkland site seems highly improbable. Even when grouping banding information into large areas, recaptures of mallards and other birds from adjacent areas can be rare (Doherty et al. 2002, Webster et al. 2002).

I was able to integrate comparative demography with ecologically relevant constraints via capture-mark-recapture and tissue stable isotope analyses to test hypotheses about local population dynamics in a migratory bird species. This approach could be applied to other systems where individuals can be marked and tissues sampled non-invasively and may be especially useful, as in this study, where investigators sample highly mobile species at one or multiple sites where the chance of transient recapture is low. While the use of nest tunnels as a subpopulation has obvious management implications, I believe this general approach could be applied to questions about comparative demography in other taxa such as cavity nesting species or has value in assessing the effectiveness of alternative management and conservation interventions.
CHAPTER 4. SOCIAL AND HABITAT CORRELATES OF YEARLING MALLARD IMMIGRATION IN THE CANADIAN PARKLANDS

4.1 ABSTRACT

Conspecific avoidance and attraction are two competing hypotheses about spacing behaviour of individuals and in the last two decades have been used to explain habitat selection by dispersers at fine scales. Advances in stable isotope techniques now allow the movement of individuals to be retraced across broad spatial scales and provide an opportunity to test these hypotheses at broader scales. I used a feather stable isotope approach to evaluate settling patterns of immigrant yearling female mallards at breeding locations across the Canadian aspen parklands during 1993-2000. Settling patterns by immigrants were consistent with predictions of conspecific attraction or avoidance hypotheses, relative to varying habitat conditions. Immigration rates were positively correlated with conspecific breeding pair density and percent perennial nest cover but negatively correlated with percent wetland habitat. Patterns were most consistent with social attraction, but effects were weak. The proportion of female recruits estimated to be long-distant immigrants in 22 aspen parkland breeding populations averaged 9% (range: 0 – 39%). Regional source estimates indicated that 25% and 75% of yearling immigrants originated from the Canadian Boreal Forest and U.S. Prairie Pothole Region, respectively and suggest a high degree of connectedness among breeding regions as a result of long-distance natal dispersal. I suspect that this connectedness may serve to avoid extinction risks when regional habitat suitability is unstable.

4.2 INTRODUCTION

Resource quality and social interactions are two primary factors affecting the distribution of individuals across habitats (Fretwell and Lucas 1970, Stamps 2001, Fletcher 2007). Two social conditions which could influence the spatial distribution of settling individuals include conspecific attraction or avoidance (Stamps 2001). Under the social attraction hypothesis, dispersing individuals may interpret conspecific abundance as a positive cue of habitat quality (Fletcher 2007), predator avoidance, or
mate access (Wagner 1997), or alternatively, as a negative cue of higher fitness costs from increased resource competition. In the absence of social influences, the distribution of individuals would be expected to resemble gradients in resource quality because individuals should settle in habitats that maximize fitness. However, individuals settling in unfamiliar areas must choose habitats using environmental cues which may or may not be linked with a successful outcome (Schlaepfer et al. 2002, Kristan 2003).

Dispersal by individuals has been linked to environmental instability (Imms and Hjermann 2001, Studds et al. 2008) such that emigration rates increase as local resource abundance or quality declines. If the status of resources is the mechanism driving dispersal rates then settlement rates of dispersers at destinations (i.e., immigration rates) should be positively correlated with local habitat conditions. However, the relationships between habitat quality, social factors and where immigrants choose to reside across broad scales (i.e., > 500km) are unknown, primarily due to constraints in determining the residency status of unmarked individuals. The origin of unmarked individuals can be reliably traced across broad spatial scales using intrinsic biological markers such as tissue stable isotope values (Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a). This is possible because consumers incorporate stable isotopes from local food webs into growing tissues and tissue values can then be compared with geographic patterns (review by Rubenstein and Hobson 2004). For example, molt chronology and sequence have been described for many bird species allowing for the sampling of specific feather tracts to link individual breeding performance to winter habitat use (Marra et al. 1998). The isotopic approach may be especially useful to delineate geographic sources of unmarked juvenile recruits because metabolically inert tissues such as claws and feathers are often suitable for sampling several months after young leave natal areas. Thus, the isotopic approach can quantify dispersal and has potential for addressing unresolved questions about factors affecting distributions of breeding birds.

In duck species, female dispersal and fidelity (the complement to dispersal) rates are generally related to age and habitat quality (Arnold and Clark 1996, Arnold et al. 2002, Blums et al. 2003). Adult female ducks typically are breeding-site faithful and yearlings (one-year old individuals) typically have lower rates of fidelity to natal areas.
In addition to detection problems, lower recapture rates of yearlings on natal sites may be the result of greater dispersal proclivity (Anderson et al. 1992). Thus, most female immigrants in breeding populations are likely yearlings.

The distribution of breeding North American mallards (*Anas platyrhynchos*) is positively correlated with wetland conditions (Krapu et al. 1983, Johnson and Grier 1988), a resource which can be highly dynamic at local and regional scales (Wilkens et al. 2006) due to inter-seasonal fluctuations in snowmelt runoff, summer precipitation, and evapotranspiration rates (Murkin et al. 2000). Periods of severe drought in the US prairies results in “over-flights” by breeding-pairs into more northern breeding regions causing local populations to increase (Johnson and Grier 1988). Presumably, large increases in breeding-pair densities in the Canadian prairies are at least partly due to immigration because many local populations lack sufficient reproductive success for stability or growth (Greenwood et al. 1995). The extent to which local mallard populations might be maintained by immigration is unknown and if this process involves bird movements over large areas, this would suggest greater connectedness amongst regions of North America than is currently recognized. Large-scale mark-recapture studies conducted across species’ distributions are logistically difficult and expensive (Clark et al. 2004). Despite exceptional numbers of banded mallards, most are >1 year old, male, and banded at accessible sites in late summer. By contrast, isotope signatures of yearling females provide a measure of natal origin for all females captured at breeding sites.

Mallard breeding-pairs exhibit resource defence behaviour and success in contests generally favours pairs composed of older birds (Dzubin 1957). In lieu of adults, breeding yearlings with local familiarity might be expected to have an advantage over yearling competitors with no prior experience in the area. Thus, if immigrants are pre-empted from settling, the social avoidance hypothesis predicts that the composition of immigrant yearlings will be inversely related to the size of the breeding population. Alternatively, the social attraction hypothesis allows territorial behaviour to represent a positive cue of habitat quality for individuals not familiar with local resources and so predicts that immigrants will be more abundant in high-density populations until
populations become saturated (Allee 1951, Stamps 2001). There is some evidence of social attraction in mallards occurring at the wetland scale (Pöysä et al. 1998) but whether settlers had prior knowledge of local habitat quality was not evaluated.

Little is known about how habitat or social cues are related to the distribution of yearling mallards among breeding areas, or exchange of individuals among major biomes. Therefore, my first objective was to delineate the natal origin of yearling female mallards at multiple breeding sites across the Canadian prairies. My second objective was to evaluate how immigration rates were related to varying social and habitat conditions at breeding locations. This is the first study to quantify immigration rates of yearling females in breeding populations across broad spatiotemporal scales and to evaluate the influence of social and habitat cues on immigration patterns at coarse spatial scales. Identifying spatial determinates of immigrant distributions has implications for population ecology and conservation and represents the precursor to understanding the adaptive process of habitat selection (Clark and Shutler 1999) as it relates to site familiarity.

4.3 METHODS

During April to early May, 1993-2000, 721 yearling female mallards were captured in decoy traps and radio marked at 22 breeding locations across the Canadian prairies (Emery et al. 2005; see Table 4.1). These females represent a sub-sample of >1,200 yearlings from 27 sites with ≥90% probability of belonging to this age class based physical characteristics of greater-secondary covert feathers (GSC; Krapu et al. 1979).
Table 4.1. Descriptive attributes of sampling locations including year, degree latitude (LAT, ° N) and longitude (LONG, ° W), size (km²), mallard breeding-pair density (km²) (PAIRS), percent habitat in wetlands (PONDS) and perennial nesting cover (NCOV), and estimates of yearling recruits from Canadian boreal forest (BOR) and aspen parklands (PARK), and U.S. prairie pothole region (PPR) determined from feather δ³⁴S, δD, δ¹⁵N, and δ¹³C values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>LAT</th>
<th>LONG</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>PAIRS</th>
<th>PONDS</th>
<th>NCOV</th>
<th>BOR</th>
<th>PARK</th>
<th>PPR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Punnichy, SK</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td>-104.3</td>
<td>55.4</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belmont, MB</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>-99.5</td>
<td>65.1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis, SK</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>53.2</td>
<td>-105.6</td>
<td>67.7</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kutawagon Lake, SK</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>51.4</td>
<td>-104.2</td>
<td>67.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baldur, MB</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>-99.3</td>
<td>67.2</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parkside, SK</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>53.2</td>
<td>-106.6</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pine Lake, AB</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>-113.4</td>
<td>65.6</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>74.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allan Hills West, SK</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>51.7</td>
<td>-106.1</td>
<td>65.5</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elnora, AB</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>-113.3</td>
<td>65.9</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>83.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixburn, AB</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>53.1</td>
<td>-111.4</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willowbrook, SK</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>-102.9</td>
<td>66.8</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donalda, AB</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>52.6</td>
<td>-112.6</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farrerdale, SK</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>-105.9</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jumping Deer Creek, SK</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>-104.1</td>
<td>65.6</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnedosa, MB</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>-99.9</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allan Hills East, SK</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>-105.9</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinsella, AB</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>-111.7</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>62.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Deer, AB</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>52.4</td>
<td>-112.4</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allan Hills North, SK</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>51.7</td>
<td>-106.2</td>
<td>66.3</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holmfield, MB</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>-99.5</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>67.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leask, SK</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>53.1</td>
<td>-106.9</td>
<td>65.2</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prince Albert, SK</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>53.1</td>
<td>-105.5</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Yearling GSCs were analyzed for stable sulfur ($\delta^{34}$S), hydrogen ($\delta$D), nitrogen ($\delta^{15}$N) and carbon ($\delta^{13}$C) isotope composition due to their reliability in regional origin assignment (Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a, DWC unpublished data). Feathers were processed to determine isotopic values following protocols described in Hebert and Wassenaar (2005a) and normalized relative to keratin and international standards (Wassenaar and Hobson 2003). Measurement error was ±0.5‰, ±2.0 ‰, ±0.2‰, and ±0.1‰, and for $\delta^{34}$S, $\delta$D, $\delta^{15}$N, and $\delta^{13}$C, respectively. Analysis for $\delta^{34}$S and $\delta$D was conducted at the National Water Research Institute, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada. Feather $\delta^{15}$N and $\delta^{13}$C were analyzed at the Department of Soil Science, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon.

Yearling females were assigned to the Canadian boreal forest (BOREAL), Canadian aspen parklands (PARKLAND), or United States Prairie Pothole Region (PPR) (Ecological Stratification Working Group 1995, Ducks Unlimited, Inc., unpublished data) using a quadratic discriminant function (DF; PROC DISCRIM, SAS Institute Inc., 2008) derived from feather $\delta^{34}$S, $\delta$D, $\delta^{15}$N, and $\delta^{13}$C values of 138 pre-fledged mallard sampled within these regions during 1999-2001 and 2005 (DWC unpublished data). Feathers from flightless young should reflect local food web isotopic signatures since these feathers could not have been grown elsewhere. Predictive performance of the DF was evaluated using cross-validation where functions were recalculated routinely withholding each individual in the sample and then used to estimate each individual’s assignment (PROC DISCRIM, SAS Institute Inc., 2008). Residency status was then estimated as IMM or resident (RES) based on whether individuals were assigned to PARKLAND in the DF. To account for assignment uncertainty, I analyzed individuals with regional membership probability of >0.70.

PROC GENMOD (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC) was used to evaluate variation in the ratio of IMM:total captured yearling recruits at each study area (SAR) using logistic regression (e.g., Hazler 2004, Arnold et al. 2007). The relative importance of different models describing social and habitat conditions was assessed using Akaike’s Information Criterion adjusted for sample size and over-dispersion (QAICc; Burnham and Anderson 1998). The sum of normalized Akaike weights ($w_i$) among candidate
models was interpreted as a measure of covariate importance and model-averaging was used to derive parameter estimates (Burnham and Anderson 1998).

An *a priori* set of candidate models was constructed using information about breeding mallard distributions and reproductive ecology. Covariates believed to be important to the immigrant distribution across PARKLAND study sites included wetland conditions in the PPR (Johnson and Greir 1988) and local breeding-pair density (PAIRS), as well as site-specific wetland abundance and amount of perennial nesting cover (Greenwood et al. 1995, Krapu et al. 1997, Reynolds et al. 2001). Annual PPR wetland conditions during the study were characterized using stratum-specific (n = 7 strata) wetland density (wetlands per km²; hereafter, PPR-PONDS) estimates from annual CWS-USFWS waterfowl survey (data source: http://mbdcapps.fws.gov/mbdc/index.html). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to evaluate whether annual differences in PPR-PONDS warranted inclusion in candidate models. At each SAR, estimates of PAIRS were determined from multiple surveys conducted in early May (Dzubin 1969) and wetland (PONDS) and perennial nesting cover (NCOV) were estimated as a percentage of SAR using aerial photos described by Devries et al. (2003).

4.4 RESULTS

4.4.1 *Yearling regional-origin assignments*

DF cross-validation of feather $\delta^{34}S$, $\delta^D$, $\delta^{15}N$, and $\delta^{13}C$ values from pre-fledged ducklings resulted in 81% (112 of 138) successful classification of known-source individuals. Region-specific assignment success was 90%, 82%, and 70% of individuals known to have grown feathers in BOREAL, PARKLAND, and PPR, respectively. Relative to prior distribution of known-source cases, correct classification was 2.5, 2.3, and 2.4 times better than chance for BOREAL, PARKLAND, and PPR regions, respectively. DF estimated 33, 638, and 54 yearling individuals to originate from BOREAL, PARKLAND, and PPR, respectively. Thus, overall 87 and 634 individuals had residency status of immigrant and resident, respectively, or 48 and 552, respectively, when applying a 0.70 threshold for inclusion. Differences in model selection occurred among raw and constrained membership data sets indicating some
influence of assignment uncertainty on results, so I report the most conservative results from the data with >70% assignment certainty.

4.4.2 Model selection

Annual values of PPR-PONDS did not vary during the study (ANOVA, $F_{7,69} = 0.96$, $P = 0.47$) and were not considered further. The global model included SAR PAIRS, PONDS, NCOV, and an interaction between PAIRS and PONDS. This model provided some evidence of lack of fit (deviance/df = 2.4) so evaluation of candidate models was standardized using the square root of this value (Littell et al. 2002).

An intercept-only model provided the best fit to the data. Other models with PAIRS, PONDS, and NCOV covariates, singly or in combination, were also plausible based on ΔQAICc values of <5.0 (Table 4.2). Cumulative QAICc weights among covariates indicated that PAIRS was slightly more important than PONDS and that both were >4 times more important than NCOV (Table 4.2). There was no support for an interaction between PAIRS and PONDS. Model-averaged estimates were imprecise and indicated that PARKLAND immigration rates were correlated negatively with PONDS but were associated positively with PAIRS and NCOV (Table 4.3).

Table 4.2. Model selection results for the association of site-specific ratio of immigrant to resident yearling recruits with local breeding-pair density (PAIRS), percent habitat in wetlands (PONDS) and nest cover (NCOV) and intercept (INTERCEPT) either singly in additive (+) or interaction (*) combinations. Shown also are number of model parameters (K), Akaike’s Information Criterion adjusted for over-dispersion and small sample size (QAICc), model likelihood ($L_i$) and relative weight ($w_i$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>QAICc</th>
<th>ΔQAICc</th>
<th>$L_i$</th>
<th>$w_i$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERCEPT</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>61.95</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIRS</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>63.23</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PONDS</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>64.05</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIRS+PONDS</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>64.98</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PONDS+NCOV</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>66.30</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIRS+PONDS+NCOV</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>67.31</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIRS+PONDS+PAIRS*PONDS</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>68.38</td>
<td>6.43</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIRS+PONDS+PAIRS*PONDS+NCOV</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>71.08</td>
<td>9.13</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.3. Model-averaged regression coefficients ($\beta$), standard errors (SE), and cumulative normalized weights ($\Sigma w$) for social and habitat covariates of the ratio of immigrant to resident recruit at 22 breeding locations in the Canadian aspen parklands, 1993-2000.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Covariate</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>$\Sigma w$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-2.59</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIRS</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PONDS</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIRS*PONDS</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCOV</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5 DISCUSSION

4.5.1 Correlates of immigration

Patterns in yearling mallard immigration rates at aspen parkland breeding locations were evaluated whether they were consistent with predictions of social attraction or conspecific avoidance hypotheses, relative to habitat conditions. Effects of breeding-pair and wetland densities, and perennial nest cover were negligible (Table 4.3), providing only weak evidence that probability of a yearling immigrant settling in aspen parkland breeding populations increases on sites with higher breeding-pair densities and amount of perennial nesting cover but lower wetland abundance. Collectively, these results are most consistent with social attraction (Stamps 1991, Stamps 2001). That immigrant settling patterns may follow social attraction rules resemble patterns observed in Scandinavian mallards, where settlers were more likely to use wetlands already occupied by conspecifics (Pöysä et al. 1998). Social attraction for breeding habitat selection has also been demonstrated in other vertebrates (Stamps 1991, Etterson 2003, Doligez et al. 2004) and invertebrates (Jeanson and Deneubourg 2007, Lecchini et al. 2007).

Reproductive effort and success in mallards is positively correlated with wetland conditions (Johnson and Grier 1988) so breeding individuals would be expected to settle where conditions are most favourable for nest success. It has been suggested that higher
survival in younger female mallards during dry habitat conditions is related to a reduction in breeding propensity (Dufour and Clark 2002). If immigrant yearlings are less likely to breed due to physiological constraint or individual restraint they might be expected to congregate in areas best suited for survival. Alternatively, there is evidence that social attraction increases fecundity of settlers, especially in fragmented landscapes, by lowering search costs to survival (Fletcher 2006). In either case there is a potential benefit by aggregating with conspecifics. Whether social attraction leads to higher fitness in yearling immigrant mallards warrants further investigation.

That immigration rates were negatively correlated with pond abundance was somewhat surprising, given that I expected these rates would be positively correlated with wetland inundation among study areas due to the positive association of wetland abundance on mallard breeding pair distribution, breeding effort and success (Johnson and Grier 1988, Drever et al. 2004). In a review of animal release studies, Stamps and Swaisgood (2007) found that translocated animals frequently dispersed great distances and settled in habitats or environments similar to which they had been raised or experienced; a behaviour attributed to “habitat imprinting” (Stamps 2001). The U.S. prairie pothole region has consistently lower wetland density than the Canadian prairies and aspen parklands (see Wilkens et al. 2006, DWC unpublished data) and nesting habitat is considered less fragmented at the landscape scale in U.S. prairie pothole region; a pattern attributed to differences in Canadian and U.S. agricultural policies (Reynolds et al. 2006). Thus, immigrants searching for suitable habitats may find aspen parkland areas with more perennial cover but fewer wetlands to resemble more closely their natal region and thus perceive them as adequate in lieu of wetter locations. An alternative is that immigrants are forced to settle in areas with fewer wetlands by territorial behaviour. The evidence of a weak positive association with breeding pairs is more consistent with habitat imprinting than competitive exclusion.

Earlier work on waterfowl distributions indicate that when the U.S. prairie pothole region experiences drought that mallards and other waterfowl continue migrating to northern areas where wetland conditions are better (Johnson and Grier 1988). I was unable to incorporate whether variation in immigration rates at aspen parkland sites was related to wetland conditions in southern U.S. prairies because
wetland conditions in the U.S. prairie pothole region were above the long-term average and were relatively stable during this study (see Wilkens et al. 2006). However, drought in the U.S. prairie pothole region must be an important mechanism driving immigrants north to aspen parkland areas.

That the marked population is representative of the yearling mallard populations at breeding locations is one of several assumptions underpinning my analyses. There is no prior biological expectation for capture heterogeneity to occur among immigrants and residents, so I believe that results from marked individuals are relevant to patterns in mallard populations in the Canadian aspen parklands. Another assumption pertains to the reliability of residency assignments. Hebert and Wassenaar (2005a) demonstrated that the reliability of feather stable isotope predictions of individual regional origin can be >85% across broad spatial scales and my results approximate this rate but at a finer spatial scale. The isotopic approach assumes that assignments are robust to temporal variation in local food web stable isotope values, an assumption which has not been evaluated and seems unlikely to be valid at least for precipitation driven deuterium values (Appendix A). I attempted to account for sources of assignment bias by restricting the analysis to only include females with a ≥70% posterior assignment probability.

The social avoidance hypothesis assumes that individuals are pre-empted from residing in habitats occupied by conspecifics. As Pöysä et al. (1998) pointed out, high nest densities on islands and home range overlap in mallards suggests that territory intruders are not truly excluded from habitats where others are established. These authors also demonstrated that new arrivals were not pre-empted from wetlands occupied by unnaturally high pair densities so it seems unlikely that immigrants would be excluded at the broader scale of this study if they are not excluded at fine spatial scales. The social attraction hypothesis assumes that dispersing individuals cannot accurately assess habitat cues at destinations and therefore rely on the distribution of conspecifics as a cue to habitat quality. Yearling mallards have no prior breeding experience to aid habitat evaluation and it seems unreasonable to expect immigrant yearlings would be adapted to local habitat cues at distant locations. Furthermore, nest success in mallards and other dabbling ducks (Anas spp.) is highly variable across
multiple spatial and temporal scales (Klett et al. 1988, Greenwood et al. 1995, McKinnon and Duncan 1999) making it likely difficult for even the experienced breeder to predict (Clark and Shutler 1999). Whether immigrant fitness is positively correlated with habitat or social cues is a topic evaluated elsewhere (Chapter 5).

4.5.2 Movements among biomes

Boreal forest has been historically characterized by low breeding-pair densities (Johnson and Grier 1988, Wilkens et al. 2006) with presumed consistent but low levels of breeding success (Calverley and Boag 1977). I estimated that ~25% (12 of 47) of immigrants to aspen parkland sites were produced in boreal forest. This rate is similar to that reported for mallards in other aspen parkland populations (Coulton and Clark 2008) and suggests that western boreal forest may be a more important source of recruits than previously believed. Although breeding pair densities are lower in boreal than U.S. prairie biomes, the long-term average indicates that approximately twice as many ducks occupy the former biome because of its vast area (Wilkens et al. 2006). In contrast, the U.S. prairie pothole region is believed to be highly productive due to favourable wetland and grassland-retention policies (Reynolds et al. 2001, Reynolds et al. 2006), but with more variable wetland abundance. Overall, ~75% of yearling immigrants originated from U.S. prairie pothole region. Thus, these source-specific immigrant rates are consistent with historical perceptions of lower and higher productivity in the Canadian boreal forest and U.S. prairie pothole region, respectively.

Immigration can serve an important role for population persistence in unstable environments (Stacy and Taper 1992). Habitat conditions for prairie nesting ducks are highly variable in space and time due natural and anthropogenic impacts. Furthermore, natural habitat degradation and loss can be caused by local or regional drought (Murkin et al. 2000) or drainage for agricultural production (Lynch et al. 1963). Thus, natal movements among major biomes may be mechanisms which allow mallards and other species to repopulate temporally unsuitable habitats and avoid extinction risks.

The ratio of yearling mallard immigrants to natal-resident recruits in breeding populations in the Canadian aspen parklands was positively correlated with social cues, as predicted by the conspecific attraction hypothesis. However, considering the
importance of wetlands to mallard vital rates, it seems unreasonable to expect that settlement patterns by yearling immigrants are based solely on conspecific density. We suspect that settling patterns by individuals dispersing long distances among biomes involves assessing cues across multiple spatial scales and, in particular, breeding environments encountered in southern portions of breeding ranges during northward migration.
CHAPTER 5. CONSEQUENCES OF NATAL DISPERSAL IN YEARLING FEMALE MALLARDS: A TEST OF THE SITE FAMILIARITY HYPOTHESIS

5.1 ABSTRACT

According to the site familiarity hypothesis, philopatric individuals have higher fitness than do immigrants because site-faithful individuals are more familiar with local cues and resources. Of the few studies that have evaluated this hypothesis, fine scale studies of life-time reproductive success in songbirds indicate that immigrants do as well or worse than natal residents, but patterns at larger scales are unknown. I tested whether locally-produced individuals had higher reproductive success than immigrants using information about natal origins and reproductive fates of 375 radio-marked yearling mallards (*Anas platyrhynchos*) monitored at 15 study sites across the Canadian aspen parklands, during 1993-2000. An origin assignment model based on multiple stable isotopes of feathers correctly assigned 81% (112 of 138) of known-source yearlings to place of natal origin; region-specific rates ranged from 70 - 90%. Using nest fate (hatched versus fail) as a proxy for fitness, logistic models were evaluated on a local (resident versus immigrant) scale. In the absence of residency effects, yearling hatch rates showed a negative relationship with breeding-pair density when local wetland conditions were excellent and a positive relationship when poor. Yearling breeding probability was positively correlated with local wetland conditions. When residency status was considered, the best approximating nest fate model included an interaction between site-specific breeding pair and wetland densities but lacked differences due to residency status. Bootstrap-derived fitness estimates from the top model incorporating residency effects were 0.21 (95% CI: 0.10 - 0.34) and 0.18 (95% CI: 0.13 - 0.22) for immigrants and residents, respectively. In contrast to results for other bird species, there was little evidence that reproductive success differed among philopatric versus immigrant yearlings. However, at low pair densities, immigrants generally had higher nesting success than did residents whereas residents performed better than immigrants at high breeding pair densities during environmental stress. Thus, benefits of dispersal were most pronounced when immigrants encountered good wetland conditions and low pair densities.
5.2 INTRODUCTION

Dispersal behaviour has presumably evolved because dispersing individuals have higher subsequent fitness than do individuals that stay on natal or previous breeding areas (reviewed by Johnson and Gaines 1990). Individuals that move to unfamiliar areas must select habitat using social and environmental cues which may not be reliably linked with higher fitness (Schlaepfer et al. 2002, Kristan 2003). Under the site familiarity hypothesis, philopatric individuals have an advantage of previous experience with the local environment and can potentially avoid pitfalls of misleading cues. This is because residents are more familiar with the location of high quality resources, are better able to evade local predators, reduce intraspecific competition, or benefit from close proximity to kin (Greenwood 1980, Anderson et al. 1992). Thus, the site familiarity hypothesis predicts that fitness will be greater for locally-experienced versus naïve individuals. Individuals with previous experience may also benefit from earlier reproductive effort and/or success due to differential acquisition of preferred space or other resources.

Tests of the site familiarity hypothesis have been limited to fine scale studies of lifetime reproductive success in seven different passerines (see Marr et al. 2002) where the likelihood that an unmarked individual was an immigrant could not be assessed and only recently has dispersal distance been considered (Hansson et al. 2004). In general, these investigations show sex-dependent residency effects and, in the more philopatric gender, that immigrants do worse than or only as well as philopatric individuals (Pärt 1994, Julliard et al. 1996, Verhulst and van Eck 1996, Bensch et al. 1998, Orell et al. 1999, Hansson et al. 2004). The strength of these studies is the ability to track individual fitness through time. However, whether these patterns are broadly applicable requires investigation at broader scales and in other animals which differ in life history traits. How dispersing individuals respond to selective pressures relative to non-immigrants in local environments is key to understanding the role of dispersal in population dynamics and the evolution of dispersal behaviour (Johnson and Gaines 1990).
The origin of unmarked individuals can be reliably traced across broad spatial scales using intrinsic biological markers such as tissue stable isotope values (Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a). This is possible because consumers incorporate stable isotopes from local food webs into growing tissues and tissue values can then be compared with geographic patterns (reviewed by Rubenstein and Hobson 2004). For example, molt chronology and sequence have been described for many bird species allowing for the sampling of specific feather tracts to link individual breeding performance to winter habitat use (Marra et al. 1998). The isotopic approach may be especially useful to delineate the geographic sources of unmarked individuals because metabolically inert tissues such as claws and feathers may remain suitable for sampling for several months after departure from the location where grown. The isotopic approach can be used to determine residency status and, hence, has potential for resolving questions about fitness differences related to site familiarity and how components of fitness may be affected by processes such as density dependence.

The regulation of North American mallards by density dependence has been demonstrated at broad scales (Sheafer 1998, Miller 2000, Viljugrein et al. 2005, Saether et al. 2008) but patterns at more local scales are less clear (Vickery and Nudds 1984). Evaluation of fall harvest age ratios indicates that mallard (Anas platyrhynchos) recruitment may be regulated by density dependence (Kaminski and Gluesing 1987); however, which components of the reproductive cycle are affected remain unknown. European studies indicate density dependence influences recruitment via effects on nesting and fledging success (Hill 1984, Elmberg 2003, Elmberg et al. 2005). Evidence of density dependence specific to these rates in North American mallards is lacking but potentially represents a breeding-ground link between density dependence in abundance and fall harvest age ratio measures.

In duck species, dispersal and fidelity (the complement to dispersal) rates are generally related to age and habitat quality (Arnold and Clark 1996, Arnold et al. 2002, Blums et al. 2003). In female ducks, breeding-site fidelity in adults is usually higher than natal fidelity rates of yearlings (one-year old individuals) (Anderson et al. 1992, Arnold and Clark 1996). In addition to detection problems, lower recapture rates of yearlings on natal sites may be the result of greater dispersal proclivity (Anderson et al.
Reasons for dispersal include habitat loss, resource competition, variability in habitat quality and inbreeding avoidance (Anderson et al. 1992, Dieckmann et al. 1999). Yearling females dispersing in search of apparently “good” breeding habitat may be vulnerable to ecological traps, resulting in poor reproductive and survival decisions (Schlaepfer et al. 2002).

Reproductive effort and nest success in North American mallards vary geographically in the same year and between years (Klett et al. 1988, Greenwood et al. 1995, McKinnon and Duncan 1999, Drever et al. 2004). There is also evidence that breeding-season site fidelity and survival in female mallards varies with age (Reynolds et al. 1995, Dufour and Clark 2002, Devries et al. 2003). Variation in reproductive success and age-related survival may reflect differences associated with benefits of residency status and site-familiarity of yearlings. Reproductive fate may represent a relevant way to assess relative fitness differences among resident and non-resident yearlings exposed to the same selective pressures since production of offspring demonstrates gene flow among generations (Johnson and Gaines 1990). Yearling female mallards retain greater-secondary covert feathers (GSC) grown as ducklings until after their first breeding season (Heitmeyer 1989). Thus, natal origins, and hence residency status, of yearling females can be ascertained by measuring stable isotope values in GSC feathers when sampled at breeding areas. The site-familiarity hypothesis predicts that yearling females which show natal fidelity will have higher fitness than immigrant yearlings due to differential experience with the local environment. Additionally, residents might nest and/or hatch broods earlier than immigrants as a benefit of familiarity with local nest habitat quality, resulting in higher recruitment rates (e.g., Dzus and Clark 1998).

Little is known about the exchange of individuals across broad spatial scales (i.e., >500 km) and how dispersal to unfamiliar environments influences subsequent survival or reproductive performance. My first objective was to examine relationships between breeding and hatch rates of yearling female mallards in relation to pair density and habitat quality. My second objective was to determine the residency status of yearling female mallards monitored for reproductive fate at 22 sites across the Canadian aspen parklands during 1993-2000. My third objective was to test whether fitness of
resident yearlings was higher than non-residents, as predicted by the site-familiarity hypothesis. This approach represents a unique attempt to link natal origin using stable isotope methods with components of fitness to evaluate consequences of natal dispersal across broad spatiotemporal scales in mid-continent North America.

5.3 METHODS

During mid to late April, 1993-2000, 724 yearling female mallards were captured in decoy traps and radio marked at 22 breeding locations across the Canadian prairies. These females represent a sub-sample of >1,500 yearlings from 27 sites with an estimated ≥ 90% probability of belonging to this age class based physical characteristics of greater-secondary covert feathers (GSC; Krapu et al. 1979). Marked females were tracked daily to determine survival and reproductive fate using radio-telemetry techniques described by Devries et al. (2003). Only females were considered in this study because few male mallards return to the same breeding areas.

Yearling GSCs were analyzed for stable sulfur (δ⁳⁴S), hydrogen (δD), nitrogen (δ¹⁵N) and carbon (δ¹³C) isotope composition because these isotopes can be used reliably to assign birds to a regional origin (Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a). Feathers were processed to determine isotopic values following protocols described in Hebert and Wassenaar (2005a) and normalized relative to keratin and international standards (Wassenaar and Hobson 2003). Measurement error was ±0.5‰, ±2.0‰, ±0.2‰ and ±0.1‰ for δ³⁴S, δD, δ¹⁵N, and δ¹³C values, respectively. Analysis for δ³⁴S and δD was conducted at the National Water Research Institute, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada. Feather δ¹⁵N and δ¹³C were analyzed at the Department of Soil Science, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon.

Yearling females were assigned to the Canadian boreal forest (BOREAL), Canadian aspen parklands (PARKLAND), or United States prairie pothole region (PPR) (Ecological Stratification Working Group 1995) using a quadratic discriminant function (DF; PROC DISCRIM, SAS Institute Inc., 2008) derived from δ³⁴S, δD, δ¹⁵N, and δ¹³C values in feathers of 138 pre-fledged mallard young sampled within these regions during 1999-2001 and 2005 (DWC, unpublished data). Feathers from flightless young should reflect local food web isotope signatures since these feathers could not have
been grown elsewhere. Predictive performance of the DF was evaluated using cross-validation. Residency status was then assigned as immigrant (IMM) or resident (RES) based on whether individuals were assigned to PARKLAND in the DF. To reduce effects of origin assignment uncertainty, I only analyzed individuals with regional membership probability \( \geq 0.70 \).

Hatch rate \((h_i)\) was defined as the probability that females survived and hatched at least one egg. Individuals were included if there was certainty that a hatched nest was not missed \((n = 665)\). Breeding propensity \((b_i)\), the probability that an individual nested, was estimated from a sample of females with high certainty that all nest attempts were detected \((n = 426)\). Logistic regression was first used to estimate \(h_i\) and \(b_i\) for all yearling females with respect to breeding-pair density, wetland density and their interaction to test for density dependence. The same candidate models were then considered relative to estimated yearling female residency status to examine site familiarity effects (PROC GENMOD; SAS Institute Inc., 2008). An estimate of the variance inflation factor \((\hat{c})\) from the most parameterized model was used as a measure of goodness-of-fit of the data to the candidate set for each analysis, where \(\hat{c} = 1.0\) is ideal fit (Burnham and Anderson 1998). Model selection was completed using an information-theoretic approach to evaluate the relative support for candidate models representing my hypotheses, and model-averaging among the candidate set as used to derive parameter estimates (Burnham and Anderson 1998). The inverse-link and Delta Rule were used to transform logit estimates and standard errors to the probability scale, respectively (Littell et al. 2002).

A bootstrap approach was used to identify \(h_i\) and \(b_i\) distributions for IMM and RES and to derive group-specific 95% confidence limits from an equal number of simulations (i.e., to reduce effects of highly unbalanced group sample sizes). In the bootstrap routine, individuals from each group were randomly selected with replacement, until equal to the original group sample size. Least-square mean estimates of \(h_i\) and \(b_i\) were then derived from these data using the most parsimonious model containing residency effects. Random sampling and estimation steps were repeated 1,000 times. Differences between IMM and RES for \(h_i\) and \(b_i\) distributions were evaluated using a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. I conducted an \textit{a posteriori}
evaluation of study area \( h_i \) rates to identify sites where either IMM or RES individuals were favoured or similar. Group-specific rates at sites were considered higher if \( h_i \) differences exceeded 10%; otherwise they were similar. Sites were then pooled into strata for further analyses according to whether they favoured IMM or RES or were neutral. Sites with fewer than four IMM were deemed inconclusive and combined with neutral sites. A Fisher exact test was used to evaluate \( h_i \) differences among IMM and RES across strata. A similar evaluation of \( b_i \) among these strata was conducted to determine if patterns in \( h_i \) were due to differential \( b_i \) or hatch rates but only using females for which there was a high level of confidence that all nest attempts were detected. Alpha at 0.10 was used for significance testing due to low sample sizes of IMM in strata.

Early nest initiation and hatch may improve recruitment rates in mallards (Dzus and Clark 1998), so I also evaluated whether RES initiated and hatched nests earlier in the breeding-season than did immigrants, after standardizing initiation and hatch dates of individuals relative to the first known date at each study site (earliest date = 1). Standardized initiation and hatch dates of IMM and RES were compared using a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.

5.4 RESULTS
5.4.1 Natal origin assignments

DF cross-validation of feather \( \delta^{34}S, \delta D, \delta^{15}N, \) and \( \delta^{13}C \) values from pre-fledged ducklings resulted in 81% (112 of 138) successful classification of known-source individuals. Region-specific assignment success was 90%, 84%, and 70% of individuals known to have grown feathers in BOREAL, PARKLAND, and PPR, respectively. Relative to prior distribution of known-source cases, correct classification was 2.5, 2.3, and 2.4 times better than chance for BOREAL, PARKLAND, and PPR regions, respectively. DF estimated that 33, 638, and 54 yearlings captured at study sites originated from BOREAL, PARKLAND, and PPR, respectively. Thus, the subsamples consisted of 87 immigrants and 638 residents. By applying a 0.70 membership probability threshold for analyses, sample sizes were 47 and 328 for immigrants and residents, respectively, and the number of sites where immigrants were present
decreased from 22 to 15. Only results using the most conservative data with high assignment reliability are reported with respect to residency status (n = 375).

5.4.2 Model selection

The estimate of $c$ was ~1.0 for all analyses indicating no over-dispersion of the data relative to the most parameterized candidate model. Therefore, I evaluated the rest of the candidate models for each analysis at this scale. Model selection results indicated that the best approximating model for $h_i$ included breeding-pair and wetland densities, along with their interaction, for analyses of all yearling females (Table 5.1A). Other candidate models were not well supported based on $\Delta AIC_c$ values ($\Delta AIC_c < 5.0$; Burnham and Anderson 1998). The most parsimonious model for $b_i$ described an effect of wetland density but there was some support for remaining candidate models based on $\Delta AIC_c$ values (Table 5.1B). Therefore, model-averaging was used to derive parameter estimates (Table 5.2; Burnham and Anderson 1998).

Relative to residency status, the best approximating model for $h_i$ included breeding-pair and wetland densities with their interaction for analyses of all yearling females (Table 5.3). There was weak evidence of an additive effect of residency status based on $\Delta AIC_c$ values. Uncertainty occurred among candidate models based on $\Delta AIC_c$ values so model-averaging was used to derive parameter estimates. For bootstrap procedures, I used the model incorporating effects of pair and wetland density and their interaction with an additive effect of residency status.
Table 5.1 Model selection results for hatch rate (A, n = 665) and breeding propensity (B, n = 426) of yearling females monitored at 22 breeding locations in the Canadian aspen parklands during 1993-2000. Model constraints included site breeding-pair (PAIR) and wetland (POND) densities, and their interaction (*). Shown for each model is the number of model parameters (K), Akaike Information Criterion scores adjusted for small sample size (AICc), relative AICc difference (ΔAICc), model likelihood (Li), and model weight (wi).

A)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>AICc</th>
<th>ΔAICc</th>
<th>Li</th>
<th>wi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PAIR POND PAIR*POND</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>489.92</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POND</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>512.43</td>
<td>22.51</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIR POND</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>514.41</td>
<td>24.50</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIR</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>518.02</td>
<td>28.10</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>AICc</th>
<th>ΔAICc</th>
<th>Li</th>
<th>wi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POND</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>408.14</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIR POND PAIR*POND</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>408.78</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIR POND</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>410.16</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIR</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>411.60</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2. Logit scale parameter estimates for yearling female mallard breeding propensity (bi) and hatch rate (hi) based on model selection results from Tables 5.1A and B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>$b_i$</th>
<th>$h_i$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\beta^1$</td>
<td>SE$^1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERCEPT</td>
<td>0.573</td>
<td>0.539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIR</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POND</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIR*POND</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^1$ Model-averaged values based on relative model weights (wi) presented in Table 5.2B.
Table 5.3. Top five models evaluating hatch rate of yearling female mallards (n = 375) monitored at 15 sites in the Canadian aspen parklands, 1993-2000, relative to residency status. Model constraints included site breeding-pair (PAIR) and wetland (POND) densities, estimated residency status (RES) and interactions (*). Shown for each model is the number of model parameters (K), Akaike Information Criterion scores adjusted for small sample size (AIC\textsubscript{c}), relative AIC\textsubscript{c} difference (ΔAIC\textsubscript{c}), model likelihood (L\textsubscript{i}) and model weight (w\textsubscript{i}).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>AIC\textsubscript{c}</th>
<th>ΔAIC\textsubscript{c}</th>
<th>L\textsubscript{i}</th>
<th>w\textsubscript{i}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PAIR POND PAIR*POND</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>361.43</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIR POND PAIR*POND RES</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>365.08</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIR POND PAIR<em>POND RES PAIR</em>RES</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>365.45</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIR POND PAIR<em>POND RES POND</em>RES</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>369.19</td>
<td>7.76</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIR</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>377.91</td>
<td>16.49</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4.3 Fitness components

Mean values of \( b_i \) and \( h_i \) for yearling female mallards were 0.82 (95% CI: 0.78 – 0.86) and 0.17 (95% CI: 0.14 – 0.21) based on the most parsimonious models (Tables 5.1A and B). Model-averaged estimates for \( h_i \) were 0.20 (95% CI: 0.10 - 0.37) and 0.16 (95% CI: 0.13 - 0.20), for immigrants and residents, respectively. Bootstrap estimates of \( b_i \) were 0.83 (95% CI: 0.67 - 0.94) and 0.83 (95% CI: 0.77 - 0.88) and \( h_i \) were 0.21 (95% CI: 0.10 - 0.34) and 0.18 (95% CI: 0.13 - 0.22) for, for immigrants and residents, respectively. Distributions of \( b_i \) (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, D\textsubscript{max} = 0.25, P < 0.001) and \( h_i \) (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, D\textsubscript{max} = 0.44, P < 0.001) for immigrants and residents differed in that the frequency of lower and higher values for immigrants exceeded those of residents.

For individuals in which high certainty existed for detecting all nests, median standardized nest initiation day was 14 (range: 1 - 43, n = 30) and 15 (range: 1 - 54, n = 216) and for hatch day was 55 (range: 36 - 75, n = 10) and 65 (range: 37 – 102, n = 65) for immigrants and residents, respectively. Distributions among immigrants and residents were similar for initiation (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, D\textsubscript{max} = 0.14, P = 0.71) and hatch dates (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, D\textsubscript{max} = 0.31, P = 0.38). I also explored conditions that might favour immigrants on some sites and residents on others by pooling sites into strata based on which residency status was favoured by ≥10%. Site-
specific hatch rates indicated that two sites favoured immigrants, two favoured residents, and 11 were similar. Given that females nested, hatch rates differed across pair density classes (i.e., low, medium, and high) for immigrants (Fisher’s exact test, Table $P = 0.021$, $P < 0.06$, $n = 27$) but not for residents (Fisher’s exact test, Table $P = 0.006$, $P = 0.15$, $n = 164$). In summary, the chronology of reproductive effort and success were similar for immigrant and resident yearling females but differed in how hatch rates varied relative to pair density.

5.5 DISCUSSION

5.5.1 Variation in fitness components

Yearling female mallard hatch rates showed patterns of both inverse and positive density dependence but the pattern and strength of density dependence was related to local wetland conditions. When wetland abundance was above average, hatch rates had a negative relationship and when below average, a positive relationship with breeding-pair density, respectively (Fig. 5.1). The change in direction of density dependence relative to wetland abundance may explain why local scale patterns in North American mallards have been unclear (Vickery and Nudds 1984). One explanation for a change in density effects includes how wetland conditions might affect both mallard reproductive effort and the location of nests relative to wetlands. Nest predation is the predominant cause of nest failure in mallards (Cowardin et al. 1985) and other birds (Ricklefs 1969) and terrestrial predators often find duck nests incidentally, while en route to visiting wetlands to forage. Wetland abundance positively influences reproductive effort in female mallards (Johnson and Grier 1988) and so nest density may be higher when breeding conditions are “good” and increase the likelihood that predators encounter nests (Lariviére and Messier 1998). Hill (1984) found that mallard hatch rates were negatively density dependent because nest predation was positively correlated with nest density, and other investigators have reached similar conclusions (Elmberg et al. 2005). Mack and Clark (2006) found that female mallards with successful nests had fewer wetlands within their home range and they attributed this pattern as a strategy to avoid wetland-associated predators. Thus, when wetland
conditions are poor hatch rates may be positively density dependent because fewer females breed and nest density is lower (Arnold et al. 2007).

Fig. 5.1. The relationship between hatch rates of yearling female mallards and breeding-pair density (km²) relative to 25th (black line), 50th (dotted line), and 75th (gray line) quartiles of wetland abundance across 22 locations (circles) in the Canadian aspen parklands, 1993-2000. Parameter estimates for hatch rate are presented in Table 5.2.

Contrary to predictions of the site familiarity hypothesis, resident female mallard yearlings did not consistently have higher hatch rates than did immigrants, nor did residents initiate or hatch nests earlier than immigrants. Immigrant hatch rate was more variable than that of residents, and apparently was associated in part with differences in social factors affecting breeding probability. Immigrant yearlings tended to outperform residents at low breeding-pair density but the reverse was evident at high density (Fig. 5.2). That fitness advantages varied relative to residency status and environmental conditions is consistent with the idea that dispersal is a mechanism
which allows species to mitigate effects of unstable environments. For example, some desert and specialist forest bird species show “nomadic” dispersal strategies whereas others are sedentary, based on whether availability of resources is predictable at fine scales (Gill 1995). Thus, the benefits of site familiarity might be expected to be minimal in nomadic and valuable in sedentary species. Prairie wetlands are a critical resource for mallard productivity (Johnson and Grier 1988) and wetland abundance and distribution can be highly variable across space and time due to local and regional wet-dry cycles (Murkin et al. 2000, Drever et al. 2004). Wet or dry periods may last several years, so fine-scale site familiarity may be most advantageous for mallards when breeding resources are relatively constant and not so when dynamic. To my knowledge, this is the first empirical study showing that an advantage of familiarity from prior natal residence may be conditional on social factors. Other studies comparing fitness of immigrant and resident birds either did not evaluate social factors or found them to be unimportant (Verhulst and van Eck 1996) or concluded that immigrants either do worse than (Verhulst and van Eck 1996, Bensch et al. 1998, Orell et al. 1999, Hansson et al. 2004) or as well as (Pärt 1994) resident songbirds. However, these studies differed in that they measured the fitness of individuals through time in a single population while I measured fitness across a much broader spatial scale.
Figure 5.2. (A) Probability estimates (± SE) of hatch rate \( (h_i) \) and (B) breeding propensity \( (b_i) \) relative to breeding pair density (per km\(^2\)) for yearling female mallards estimated to be immigrants (open circle, \( n = 33 \)) or residents (closed circle, \( n = 200 \)) at breeding locations in the Canadian aspen parklands during 1993-2000. Estimates for \( h_i \) and \( b_i \) were derived from a sample of females whose nest attempts were confident to be known. Breeding-pair density classes shown are lower 1/3 (LOW), intermediate 1/3 (MEDIUM), and upper 1/3 (HIGH) determined from the range of estimates obtained from May surveys conducted on all study sites.
That the marked population is representative of the yearling mallard populations at the breeding locations is one of several assumptions in this analysis. There is no prior biological expectation that susceptibility to capture in decoy traps would differ between immigrants and residents, so the results from these marked individuals should be relevant to patterns in mallard populations in the Canadian aspen parklands. Another assumption is that residency assignments are reliable. Hebert and Wassenaar (2005a) demonstrated that feather stable isotope values provide highly reliable individual assignments of regional origin at broad spatial scales. Results from the DF cross-validation indicated that correct regional assignment of known-source cases for aspen parkland populations was 2.3 times better than by chance based on prior distributions. Therefore, assignments used here are valid with respect to the spatial scale of this study. Additionally, I further accounted for assignment uncertainty by restricting the analysis to only include females with a >70% posterior assignment probability. Finally, breeding and nesting success rates could be biased if the ability to detect nests differed due to residency status, but there is no a priori reason to expect this to be the case since the same search methods and effort were used to locate nests early in laying stage for all radio marked females.

I found that increases in hatch rates for immigrants at low breeding pair density coincided with higher breeding rates. This relationship indicates that the higher hatch rate for immigrants was at least partly due to a greater proclivity to nest and not necessarily because immigrants were choosing better nest sites than residents (Fig. 5.2). In contrast, resident breeding probability was fairly constant with respect to pair density, indicating that when residents were favoured they were probably selecting safer nest sites. That residents were able to obtain safer nest sites than immigrants supports the notion that environmental familiarity is beneficial and is in agreement with most findings in songbirds (Bensch et al. 1998, Hansson et al. 2004) but not all (Orell et al. 1999). Fledging success in ducks can vary considerably due to biotic and abiotic factors (e.g., Krapu et al. 2000, Gendron and Clark 2002) so higher relative fitness due to nest site selection may be lost if offspring do not survive to reproduce. I was unable to directly evaluate whether site familiarity translates into higher fledging success or
future productivity by offspring but evidence from local scale studies of other birds indicates it does (Bensch et al. 1998, Orell et al. 1999).

5.5.2 Variation in breeding probability

Increasing wetland conditions had a positive effect on breeding (Table 5.2). This pattern is consistent with those of mallard reproductive effort found at broader spatial scales (Johnson and Grier 1988). Dufour and Clark (2002) suggested that the association between elevated apparent survival rates and poor wetland conditions in younger female mallards could be a product of lower breeding proclivity because nesting females experience lower survival as a consequence of either greater susceptibility to predators (Sargeant et al. 1984) or energetic stress from renesting. However, small differences in model selection AICc values (i.e., model selection uncertainty) prevents ruling out that breeding propensity is independent of density (Table 5.1B). Breeding-pair density might negatively influence yearling breeding effort through intraspecific competition where yearling access to breeding resources, such as wetlands or mates, becomes more limited as the local population grows, especially in populations composed of older females. However, whether female ducks show breeding constraint or restraint remains debated (Rohwer 1992, Alisauskas and Ankney 1994, Arnold et al. 2002). Presumably, territorial behaviour makes females more susceptible to capture in decoy traps and so non-breeding yearlings may be under-represented in our data. Breeding probability was more sensitive to local breeding-pair density in immigrant than in resident yearling females. Mallard breeding-pairs establish territories upon arrival at breeding areas and defend them against conspecific intruders, and social dominance favours older females (Dzubin 1952, Anderson and Titman 1992). Under a breeding restraint hypothesis, younger females may be more inclined to breed at lower pair densities because access to breeding space or other resources may be higher due to fewer contests with adult females (Forslund and Pärt 1995). Extending this idea to site familiarity would predict greater immigrant breeding effort at low breeding-pair density relative to resident yearlings as my results indicate (Fig 5.1b). These conditions might occur in areas where prolonged drought has suppressed local productivity and wetlands are suddenly inundated with water from winter precipitation events, phenomena which
occur periodically in prairie systems (Johnson and Grier 1988, Murkin et al. 2000). However, I could not evaluate whether social and habitat conditions were changing because sites were only visited once. Breeding probability among residents was not associated with local breeding-pair densities possibly because of tolerance or assistance by relatives (Weatherhead 1998, Russila et al. 2001) or because familiarity allows residents to avoid competition with unrelated adults or outcompete immigrants (Snell-Rood and Cristol 2005).

There was no evidence that nest initiation or hatch dates varied among resident and immigrants or within these groups across varying environmental conditions. These results are inconsistent with predictions of the site-familiarity hypothesis where residents are expected to obtain higher quality breeding space before immigrants. Failure to detect differences could be due to low immigrant sample sizes for these variables, especially at higher pair densities. Alternatively, residents and immigrant yearlings may arrive at breeding areas at similar times or be subjected to the same physiological constraints which limit when they can nest. Additionally, a lack of breeding experience may inhibit a yearling’s ability to predict safe nest sites, especially in variable environments which may differ from natal conditions. However, results comparing the timing of breeding in other birds are mixed despite concluding that residents have higher life-time fitness (see Marr et al. 2002) so other aspects of breeding effort may be more important. While dates related to reproduction did not differ, results showing that immigrants were less likely to nest are consistent site familiarity predictions about differential breeding effort.

Reproductive effort and productivity in dabbling ducks (Anas spp.) is positively correlated with increases in annual wetland conditions (Johnson and Grier 1988), a resource which can vary considerably over space and time in prairie habitats (Wilkens et al. 2006). Dufour and Clark (2002) found that survival was higher for younger female mallards when local wetland conditions were poor and attributed this result to breeding avoidance during unfavourable environmental conditions. Although wetland conditions did not contribute significantly to patterns in fitness, I found that differences due to residency status were exaggerated at varying wetland densities (Fig. 5.3). Resident fitness measures were highest when wetland conditions were below normal (Fig. 5.3c).
This pattern suggests that resident females perform better in poorer habitat conditions than do immigrants, possibly because prior experience allows them to better cope with environmental uncertainty in familiar environments.
Figure 5.3. Model-averaged hatch probability estimates (± SE) versus breeding pair densities at different levels of wetland density for immigrant (open circles, n = 47) and resident (closed circles, n = 328) yearling female mallards at breeding locations in the Canadian aspen parklands, 1993-2000. Hatch rate estimates are shown at +1 standard deviation (SD; A), mean (B), and –1 SD(C) values of wetland densities (per km²) among study sites.
To my knowledge, I present some of the first estimates of regional immigration in breeding populations using non-banding assessment of origin. Of females with >70.0% probability of regional membership, 12.5% (47 of 375) of yearling females were estimated to have dispersed from other regions and settled at aspen parkland breeding locations. Among immigrants, 26% (12 of 47) were estimated to have natal origins in boreal forest. This rate is similar to that reported for mallards at other aspen parkland sites (Coulton and Clark 2008) and suggests that the boreal region may be more important to recruitment than previously believed. However, 74% of immigrants (35 of 47) were estimated to have natal origins in the U.S. prairie pothole region, an area believed to be highly productive for waterfowl due to wetland and grassland conservation policy (Reynolds et al. 2001, Reynolds et al. 2006). Presumably, immigrants settled at aspen parkland sites because environmental conditions were more favourable for reproductive success than in southern areas. However, how and why environmental cues influence immigration rates warrants further investigation (Chapter 4).
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APPENDIX A. BROAD AND LOCAL-SCALE PATTERNS OF TEMPORAL VARIATION IN FEATHER DEUTERIUM VALUES OF WATERBIRDS

A1.1 ABSTRACT

Strong spatial structure in deuterium (δD) values in mean growing-season precipitation (δD_p) and consumer tissues has led to advances in understanding continental-scale patterns of migration in many taxa in North America. However, limits of resolution at finer spatial scales due to among-individual variance at specific sampling locations, and spatiotemporal variation in δD_p, remain poorly quantified and have not been fully examined in wetland-associated birds. At scales >500 km, we found that annual differences accounted for 0-45% of variation in feather deuterium (δD_f) values of wild hatching-year mallards (Anas platyrhynchos) captured in late-summer at sites in four Canadian ecoregions. At scales <50 km, we found that among- and within-year differences contributed similarly and together accounted for 93 - 95% of variation in δD_f values of mallard broods at two Canadian aspen parkland sites. To explore fine-scale processes, we tested whether variation among individual mallards in δD_f was related to temporal patterns of δD_p, precipitation volume, or antecedent climate processes at one site in prairie Canada during 1994-1998. Variation in δD_f was best explained by δD_p values dating from the end of feather synthesis to the beginning of the previous growing-season (i.e., >12 months earlier). High levels of growing-season precipitation resulted in depleted δD_f values during the same year whereas δD_f values were more enriched when precipitation was low; these patterns were consistent with expected patterns in δD_p. The effect of antecedent climate processes was pronounced when the site experienced drought and little snowfall accumulation during the previous winter. Similar to terrestrial and aquatic species examined at large spatial scales, we found support for a relationship between amount-weighted growing-season δD_p and δD_f values during spring-summer for mallards at small spatial scales. Our findings for annual and seasonal shifts in δD_f values help to clarify why individual origin assignments can be confounded for wetland birds at fine spatial scales, at least in areas of complex hydrological coupling in small wetlands of the prairie pothole region. In such cases, annual patterns of δD_p that incorporate contributions from cross-seasonal
precipitation events and the hydrology of small wetlands may refine the stable isotope approach for inferring origins of wetland-associated birds.

A1.2 INTRODUCTION

Strong continental-scale geospatial structure and correlation between hydrogen isotope (D/H) ratios in growing-season precipitation ($\delta D_p$) and consumer tissues has improved our understanding of movements and migration in diverse taxa in North America (Cryan et al. 2004, Hobson et al. 2006, Hobson 2008). For terrestrial birds, hydrogen isotopes values in feathers ($\delta D_f$) have been useful in identifying origins of feather growth at broad spatial scales because of a strong positive linkage between values of $\delta D_p$ and $\delta D_f$ (reviewed by Hobson 2008). The resulting continental patterns in consumer tissue $\delta D$ values have been demonstrated for forest and upland species (Hobson and Wassenaar 1997, Meehan et al. 2004) but less research has been conducted on wetland-associated species (Wassenaar and Hobson 2000, Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a, Hobson et al. 2006, Clark et al. 2006). However, wide-ranging $\delta D_f$ values of feathers sampled from individuals at the same site (Hobson and Wassenaar 1997, Wunder et al. 2005, Clark et al. 2006, Langin et al. 2007) have been noted. Some of this variation can be due to undetected immigration of individuals to a site (Hobson et al. 2004); however, causes of local variation in $\delta D_f$ values among individuals using an isotopically homogenous food web are unclear but can be partitioned as measurement error and within- and among-individual differences in $\delta D_f$ (Wassenaar and Hobson 2006). In addition, variation in timing of feather growth relative to local environmental or food web $\delta D$ is a factor that has received virtually no attention but which is expected to contribute to variation among individuals with different timing of molt. The $\delta D$ values in local food webs may fluctuate temporally due to a variety of regional climatic and hydrological processes (e.g., rainfall, evaporation, drought, temperature) that ultimately affect the incorporation of hydrogen into local food webs (Schiegel 1970, Zeigler 1989, Peng et al. 2004, Fig. A1.1). Applications to wetland-associated species in prairie environments are potentially complex to unravel since the $\delta D$ value of wetlands varying in permanency will depend on historical and hydrological
sources of water $\delta D$ and temporally dramatic climate variations, such as drought and wet periods.
Figure A1.1. Mean (± SD) monthly precipitation deuterium values ($\delta D_p$) during 1990-2005 (A) and (B) monthly precipitation deuterium values ($\delta D_p$) during 1994 (open circle), 1995 (closed circle), 1996 (open triangle), 1997 (closed triangle), and 1998 (open square) at St. Denis Wildlife Area, St. Denis, Saskatchewan, Canada. Months with missing values for 1997 and 1998 indicate that no measurable precipitation (mm) occurred.
Water levels in most prairie wetlands are highly dynamic due to inter-seasonal fluctuations in snowmelt runoff, summer precipitation, and evapotranspiration rates (Murkin et al. 2000). The degree to which $\delta D_f$ values track fluctuations in water $\delta D$ associated with these mechanisms will depend upon the rate at which these water hydrogen isotopic fluctuations are ultimately assimilated into local food webs during feather synthesis. The amount of seasonal precipitation is important to food web $\delta D$ patterns since it determines the hydrogen reservoir available to wetland food webs. For example, during periods of hot drought, wetland and consumer $\delta D$ values are expected to be comparatively enriched (less negative) to wetter cooler periods (Craig et al. 1963). Alternatively, during periods of higher precipitation, tissue $\delta D$ values of consumers should be more depleted (more negative) owing to greater inputs of water with depleted $\delta D_p$ values into wetlands, higher relative humidity, or lower evapotranspiration rates. Alternatively, during years of high snowfall, tissue $\delta D$ values of consumers may be more depleted owing to a greater influence of snowmelt. An extension of this is that residual water levels in wetlands remaining from a prior wet year may carry over into a drought year, so that isotopic patterns in $\delta D$ values of consumers may resemble antecedent climate processes.

Waterfowl feathers represent an ideal tissue for testing the predictions mentioned above because feathers of hatching year (HY) birds are grown exclusively from aquatic resources during the growing-season and are metabolically inert after synthesis. Thus, $\delta D_f$ can be directly compared to environmental sources of $\delta D_p$ over the same and prior periods to when they are grown. Greater-secondary-covert feather (GSC) synthesis in ducklings is completed in approximately 50 days after hatch (Blais et al. 2001) and female mallards (Anas platyrhynchos) retain GSC until after their first breeding-season as yearlings (SY) (Heitmeyer 1989). Thus, feathers grown from natal food webs can be sampled at first breeding locations of SY birds.

Values of $\delta D_f$ from SY female mallards known to have grown their GSC at a single Canadian prairie site containing numerous wetlands during 1994-1998, were compared to a long-term precipitation record at nearby Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada. Other $\delta D_f$ values were obtained from SY females which grew GSC at a second Canadian prairie site, and from flightless HY mallards captured for banding at several
widely-separated locations across the Great Plains and northwestern Canada. The first objective was to compare the relative importance of local- versus large-scale effects of space and time to $\delta D_f$ variation. Then, temporal hypotheses about associations between $\delta D_p$ and $\delta D_f$ values for individual feathers grown at the same study area were evaluated. Specifically, I tested whether variation in $\delta D_f$ was related to $\delta D_p$ values or precipitation volume during the current growing-season or over periods up to 1.5 years earlier. This study represents the first attempt to assess temporal linkages between $\delta D_p$ and $\delta D_f$ values in free-ranging aquatic birds. The motive was to better understand confounding factors than limit assignment of individuals to molt origin using the hydrogen isotope approach.

A1.3 METHODS

Greater-secondary covert feathers (GSC) were sampled from 136 flightless HY mallards captured on wetlands during July-August 1999, 2000, 2001, and 2005 (YEARS) at 11 waterfowl banding stations (SITE) across the mid-continent mallard breeding range (Fig. A1.2). Feathers originated from 2 SITES located in the Northwest Territories (n = 30), 1 in northern Saskatchewan (n = 11) and 8 in the Canadian prairies (6 Alberta, 1 Saskatchewan, 1 Manitoba; n = 95). Most individuals were captured at SITES in traps distributed over <20 km$^2$ on large inter-connected wetland complexes or lakes but some individuals in the Canadian prairies were also captured in areas containing smaller wetlands of varying size. Thus, $\delta D_f$ values reflected the $\delta D$ values of the SITE food web since feathers from flightless HY could not have been grown elsewhere. SITES were assigned to Canadian boreal forest (BOREAL), boreal transition (BORT), aspen parklands (PARKLAND), and Canadian prairies (PRAIRIE) by comparing their latitude and longitude coordinates to an ecoregion map (Ecological Stratification Working Group 1995).

Field work was conducted during spring and summer on St. Denis National Wildlife Area (NWA; 385 ha) located near the southern limit of the PARKLAND ecoregion (52°20’N, 106°10’W), approximately 40 km east of Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada. GSC were sampled from 54 mallard females uniquely marked as ducklings in 1994-1998 and recaptured in 1995-1999 as nesting SY. GSC of SY birds would reflect environmental conditions during the prior breeding-season when grown. Of 54 recaptured females, 14 belonged to 7 broods hatched at different times within and among years of the study. Similar activities occurred at a second PARKLAND location near Minnedosa (MB; 1,036 ha), Manitoba, Canada, (50°10’N,
99°47'W), during 2002-2005, resulting in GSCs for 15 SY females from 6 different broods. Up to 96 and 377 wetlands of varying permanency were present at NWA (Fig. A1.3) and MB, respectively, during study years when feathers could have been grown. At NWA, routine wetland surveys were conducted during April-July and October each year. In mallards, brood mates typically forage together and use multiple wetlands at least until fledged, so GSC feathers of brood mates should reflect the degree to which δD values of tissues grown at the same time are repeatable, providing feathers were not replaced due to loss elsewhere.

Figure A1.3. Sizes and distribution of wetlands during June, 2007 at St. Denis National Wildlife Area, St. Denis, Saskatchewan, Canada. Growing-season wetland conditions during 2007 were similar to those of 1997 in this study. Dashed lines represent primary grid roads.
Local daily precipitation data were obtained from Environment Canada’s Saskatoon Airport weather station, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada, for 1990-2005, available on the internet (available at: http://www.climate.weatheroffice.ec.gc.ca/Welcome_e.html). These data were used to characterize long-term NWA precipitation patterns and incorporated into time-dependent environmental covariates relative to when GSCs were grown. Small isolated storms occurring at the NWA were probably not represented by Saskatoon data.

Precipitation was sampled monthly for δD analysis at Environment Canada, National Hydrology Research Centre (NHRC), Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada, during 1990-2005, using rain and snow (Nipher) gauges as part of the Global Network of Isotopes in Precipitation (GNIP) program. Feathers were cleansed and processed to determine δDf values relative to keratin standards as outlined by Wassenaar and Hobson (2003). All δD values are reported in delta notation (δ), in units of per mil (‰), normalized relative to international standards (Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water-Standard Light Antarctic Precipitation Scale), and have reproducibility of ±2.0 ‰. Stable isotope analyses were conducted at Environment Canada, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada. Nine pairs of recaptured individuals hatched on the same day during the study, so values of δDf were averaged by hatch day to remove pseudoreplication bias, leaving 45 δDf values for analyses.

Since prairie wetland water levels may represent an accumulation of past precipitation events, we did not know a priori over what length of time accumulated δDp values in the aquatic food web would be most correlated with values of feathers. We considered four periods of precipitation varying in duration to examine temporal relationships between either the precipitation signal (i.e., δDp) or volume with δDf values. These periods included the current growing-season, plus the previous winter, plus the previous growing-season, and plus the second most recent winter where each subsequent period increased in length by six months up to the maximum of ~1.5 years possible in our data.

The growing-season was defined by months with mean temperature >0°C (Cormie et al. 1994) and so, began on 1 April and ended 30 September and for winter included 1 October – 31 March at Saskatoon. Values of δDp and cumulative
Precipitation volume (CP; mm) were estimated for the current growing-season (D_{cgs}, CP_{cgs}, respectively), through the previous winter (D_{pw}, CP_{pw}, respectively), through the previous growing-season (i.e., beginning one year earlier on 1 April; D_{pgs}, CP_{pgs}, respectively) and through the second most recent winter (D_{2w}, CP_{2w}, respectively) from monthly precipitation data. These indices were then were scaled relative to when feather synthesis likely ended (50 days post-hatch) during the current growing-season for each δD_{f} value. For example, feather synthesis ending on 15 September would have resulted in 168 days (i.e., 1 April – 15 September) of exposure to current growing-season monthly δD_{p} and CP values. This approach was possible because the exact hatch date of individuals was known. Values representing longer periods were then amount precipitation weighted after accounting for current growing season exposure of individuals. Finally, we used the number of wetlands at hatch (POND) within NWA as an index of residual water inputs due to antecedent climate conditions. Counts of wetlands from NWA surveys were assigned to individuals by pairing the chronology of surveys to hatch date. We assumed that POND values were consistent with wetland trends since surveys were repeated at least monthly from April to July and again in October. Missing monthly precipitation δD and CP values during summer 1993 prevented the estimation of precipitation period covariates >1.5 years and for 1994 δD_{f} values so these data were excluded from analysis.

Mixed model analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to assess the relative contributions of banding location (SITE) and time (YEAR) and their interaction to variability in δD_{f} values in BAND data (SAS Institute, 2008). This was completed by treating SITE as a fixed effect and YEAR and the interaction term as random effects. Candidate models containing different combinations of these effects were allowed to compete for support by the data using an information theoretic approach (Burnham and Anderson 1998). Models were considered well supported if the difference of their Akaike’s Information Criterion score (ΔAIC) was <2.0 units relative to the model with the minimum score (Burnham and Anderson 1998). At NWA and MB sites, a hierarchical model was also used to assess variance components of δD_{f} for annual differences among broods and within-year differences among broods treating YEAR as a fixed effect.
Annual variability of $\delta D_f$ and $\delta D_p$ values at NWA was evaluated using ANOVA. Pooled analysis of general linear models was used to partition variance in $\delta D_f$ due to additive effects of $\delta D_p$ and CP and for POND. Interaction terms for $\delta D_p$ and CP period covariates were only considered for those covering the same time period (e.g., $\delta D_{\text{cgs}}$ and CP$_{\text{cgs}}$). We applied an information theoretic approach to evaluate the relative support for candidate models (Burnham and Anderson 1998). The sum of normalized Akaike weights ($w_i$) was interpreted as a measure of precipitation period and covariate importance in the context of the set of candidate models (Burnham and Anderson 1998). All statistical analyses were performed using the GLM procedure in SAS (version 9.1, SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina).

A1.4 RESULTS

A1.4.1 Variance components at broad and local scales

Model selection results indicated that most parsimonious model included effects for SITE, YEAR, and SITE-YEAR interaction (Table A1.1). The rest of candidate models were not well supported by the data. Variance components for the random effects of YEAR and SITE-YEAR interaction were 0% and 32%, respectively. Within ecoregions, the relative contributions of random effects due to YEAR and SITE-YEAR interaction differed in each ecoregion (Table A1.2). Fine-scale assessment of brood data at NWA and MB indicated that annual $\delta D_f$ differences were significant (nested ANOVA$_{\text{NWA}}$, $F_{2,4} = 21.08$, $P < 0.001$ and nested ANOVA$_{\text{MB}}$, $F_{2,3} = 34.32$, $P < 0.001$, respectively. Variance components for differences among broods within years were 93% at both NWA and MB, whereas within brood variation was low (7% and 5%, respectively).
Table A1.1. Model selection results examining variation of $\delta D_f$ values (‰) relative to sampling location (SITE), year of sampling (YEAR) from mixed model analysis. Model parameter constraints included additive (+) and interaction (*). Shown for each model are Akaike’s Information Criterion adjusted for small sample size ($AIC_c$), relative $AIC_c$ difference ($\Delta AIC_c$), number of parameters ($K$), model likelihood ($L_i$), and model weight ($w_i$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$AIC_c$</th>
<th>$\Delta AIC_c$</th>
<th>$K$</th>
<th>$L_i$</th>
<th>$w_i$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SITE + YEAR + SITE*YEAR</td>
<td>338.9</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SITE</td>
<td>393.5</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SITE + YEAR</td>
<td>402.5</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YEAR</td>
<td>415.9</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A1.2. Variance component estimates (%) from analysis of variance for the random effects of year (YEAR) and fall banding station-YEAR interaction (INT) of variation in $\delta D_f$ values from flightless mallards sampled within boreal forest (BOREAL), boreal transition (BORT), aspen parkland (PARKLAND), and prairie (PRAIRIE) Canada, 1999-2001 and 2005.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>BOREAL</th>
<th>PEACE</th>
<th>PARKLAND</th>
<th>PRAIRIE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YEAR</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>64.7</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>88.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A1.4.2 Temporal patterns at a parkland site

The $\delta_{D_f}$ values of SY mallard females recaptured at NWA varied annually (ANOVA, $F_{4,40} = 27.5, P < 0.01$, Figure 4) while $\delta_{D_p}$ values did not (ANOVA, $F_{4,23} = 0.76, P = 0.56$) (Table A1.3). Variation in $\delta_{D_f}$ was best modelled to include the effect of $\delta_{D_{pgs}}$ (Table A1.4). This model received approximately twice as much support, based on $AIC_c$ weight ($w_i$), than the next best model which included the effects of $\delta_{D_{pw}}$ and $CP_{pw}$.

Models which accounted for precipitation values during the previous growing-season received 58% of cumulative normalized $w_i$, relative to those of current growing-season (6%), through the previous winter (24%), through second most recent winter (12%), and POND (<1%). The covariate $\delta_{D_{pgs}}$ occurred in 2 of 3 top-ranked models, $CP_{pgs}$ occurred twice in the top 4, and $\delta_{D_{pw}}$ and $CP_{pw}$ were the only other covariates to appear in the 5 top-ranked models. POND was not well supported relative to other models (Table A1.4).
Figure A1.4. Annual distributions of deuterium values from yearling mallard female feathers (δDf) grown at St. Denis Wildlife Area, St. Denis, Saskatchewan, Canada during 1994-1998. Shown are median (horizontal line within shaded box), 25th percentile (box boundary nearest zero), 75th percentile (box boundary farthest from 0), the 10th and 90th percentiles (horizontal lines), and extreme values (closed circles). Sample sizes are in parentheses.
Table A1.3. Mean ponds at hatch (Ponds), cumulative precipitation volume (mm) during winter prior to hatch (CPwint) and current growing-season (CPcgs), and deuterium values (‰) in amount-weighted growing-season rainfall (δDp) and yearling mallard feathers (δDf) during 1994-1998 at St. Denis National Wildlife Area, Saskatchewan, Canada. Mean estimates, standard deviations and sample sizes (SD, n), are shown for Ponds, δDp, and δDf and point estimates for CPwint and CPcgs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Ponds (SD, n)</th>
<th>CPwint</th>
<th>CPcgs</th>
<th>δDp (SD, n)</th>
<th>δDf (SD, n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>73 (13.5, 6)</td>
<td>66.9</td>
<td>285.0</td>
<td>-95.3 (13.7, 6)</td>
<td>-145.4 (6.0, 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>41 (4.0, 10)</td>
<td>77.2</td>
<td>247.8</td>
<td>-108.0 (6.0, 6)</td>
<td>-138.8 (9.6, 10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>78 (5.0, 13)</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>362.4</td>
<td>-96.6 (19.6, 6)</td>
<td>-144.7 (7.4, 13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>83 (13.1, 8)</td>
<td>79.3</td>
<td>244.1</td>
<td>-104.7 (8.6, 6)</td>
<td>-133.9 (7.3, 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>33 (0.7, 7)</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>170.8</td>
<td>-99.1 (10.4, 4)</td>
<td>-110.5 (4.9, 7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A1.4. Top five candidate models evaluating sources variation in yearling mallard feather deuterium values at St. Denis Wildlife Area, St. Denis, Saskatchewan, Canada, during 1995-1998. Effects considered included estimates of amount-weighted growing-season precipitation deuterium and cumulative precipitation volume during the current growing-season (Dcgs, CPcgs, respectively), through the previous winter (Dpw, CPpw, respectively), the previous growing-season (Dpgs, CPpgs, respectively) and the second most recent winter (D2w, CP2w, respectively). Also shown is the least supported candidate model; Dcgs. Model parameter constraints included additive (+) and interaction (*). Shown for each model are Akaike’s Information Criterion adjusted for small sample size (AICc), relative AICc difference (ΔAICc), number of parameters (K), model likelihood (Li), and model weight (wi).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>AICc</th>
<th>ΔAICc</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>Li</th>
<th>wi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dpgs</td>
<td>78.47</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dpw + CPpw</td>
<td>79.84</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dpws + CPpgs</td>
<td>80.84</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPpgs</td>
<td>81.00</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dpws + CPpgs + Dpgs*CPpgs</td>
<td>81.09</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dcgs</td>
<td>94.01</td>
<td>15.54</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A1.5 DISCUSSION

The practice of using tissue deuterium values to assign individuals to regional origins is possible because of predictable broad spatial patterns in long-term values of growing-season precipitation (Bowen et al. 2005) and local consumer tissues (Hobson 2005). Our finding that spatial components, in particular latitude, were an important source of variability in δDf values at broad regional scales across northcentral North America is consistent with other reports (Hobson and Wassnaar 1997, Meehan et al. 2004, Clark et al. 2006). However, spatial aspects were less important to δDf variability within ecoregions (Table A1.2) and several factors could have contributed to this pattern. In boreal forest, all sampling locations were situated on or adjacent to river systems and aquatic food web values at these sites are likely influenced by water δD values from tributaries spanning a much broader area. Local precipitation dynamics affecting the contribution of tributaries to river δD values may explain the importance of the interaction between site and year for boreal forest and this aspect warrants further investigation. Within boreal transition, aspen parkland, and prairie, there was little latitudinal separation among sites, so the observation that spatial variation was not important within these regions is not surprising (Table A1.5).
Table A1.5. Annual mean (SD, n) $\delta D$ values (‰) from flightless mallards captured at fall banding stations in the boreal forest (BOREAL), boreal transition (BORT), aspen parklands, (PARKLAND), and prairies (PRAIRIE) of western Canada. Also shown are site latitude (LAT, ° N) and longitude (LONG, ° W) and political location (LOC).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ecoregion</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>LAT</th>
<th>LONG</th>
<th>1999</th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>2001</th>
<th>2005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BOREAL</td>
<td>SK</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>-102.3</td>
<td>-187.6, 55.0 (6)</td>
<td>-166.6, 8.2 (5)</td>
<td>-166.6, 8.2 (5)</td>
<td>-166.6, 8.2 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOREAL</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>-118.3</td>
<td>-181.0, 44.3 (5)</td>
<td>-182.6, 3.4 (5)</td>
<td>-182.6, 3.4 (5)</td>
<td>-184.7, 24.3 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOREAL</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>-115.5</td>
<td>-158.2, 7.5 (6)</td>
<td>-159.9, 3.5 (4)</td>
<td>-157.9, 9.9 (5)</td>
<td>-167.0, 3.2 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOREAL</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>-125.0</td>
<td>-188.3, 5.7 (3)</td>
<td>-180.3, 2.4 (4)</td>
<td>-180.3, 2.4 (4)</td>
<td>-180.3, 2.4 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BORT</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td>56.0</td>
<td>-118.3</td>
<td>-161.8, 55.4 (4)</td>
<td>-165.3, 14.8 (6)</td>
<td>-157.9, 9.9 (5)</td>
<td>-174.5, 7.1 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BORT</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td>56.1</td>
<td>-117.4</td>
<td>-148.7, 15.2 (4)</td>
<td>-157.7, 14.6 (7)</td>
<td>-157.7, 14.6 (7)</td>
<td>-157.7, 14.6 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARKLAND</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>-100.8</td>
<td>-121.8, 12.6 (4)</td>
<td>-124.4, 8.0 (6)</td>
<td>-124.4, 8.0 (6)</td>
<td>-124.4, 8.0 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARKLAND</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>-112.4</td>
<td>-152.8, 17.8 (5)</td>
<td>-136.5, 26.5 (6)</td>
<td>-136.5, 26.5 (6)</td>
<td>-136.5, 26.5 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARKLAND</td>
<td>SK</td>
<td>53.1</td>
<td>-108.3</td>
<td>-164.0, 12.5 (6)</td>
<td>-129.6, 3.3 (5)</td>
<td>-129.6, 3.3 (5)</td>
<td>-129.6, 3.3 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRAIRIE</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>-102.3</td>
<td>-115.6, 1.9 (5)</td>
<td>-115.6, 1.9 (5)</td>
<td>-99.1, 34.4 (6)</td>
<td>-99.1, 34.4 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRAIRIE</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td>50.1</td>
<td>-110.6</td>
<td>-128.9, 6.9 (4)</td>
<td>-137.4, 21.5 (6)</td>
<td>-137.4, 21.5 (6)</td>
<td>-137.4, 21.5 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRAIRIE</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td>50.3</td>
<td>-113.4</td>
<td>-135.2, 27.0 (5)</td>
<td>-143.2, 4.9 (5)</td>
<td>-143.2, 4.9 (5)</td>
<td>-143.2, 4.9 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRAIRIE</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>-112.0</td>
<td>-145.1, 16.7 (6)</td>
<td>-164.1, 7.3 (5)</td>
<td>-164.1, 7.3 (5)</td>
<td>-164.1, 7.3 (5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I expected temporal components to be important in boreal transition, aspen parkland, and prairie sites because precipitation is an important and temporally dynamic source of water in pothole wetlands which waterfowl use in these ecoregions (Murkin et al. 2000). For this same reason, I expected temporal effects to be less pronounced than spatial effects in boreal forest because permanent water bodies, such as lakes, are less reliant on precipitation as a source of water (Mitsch and Gosselink 2000). I also expected reduced evapotranspiration rates in boreal forest’s relatively colder climate to result in greater repeatability of banding sampling locations $\delta D_f$ values versus more southern regions. The results indicate that annual variability accounted for 0–45% of variation in $\delta D_f$ but was less important relative to variation among individuals at sites (i.e., error term) within ecoregions (Table A1.2). Residual error accounted for 42–89% of variance and was the primary source of $\delta D_f$ variability within ecoregions. This pattern could arise if individuals were sampled from different wetlands within and among years at sites or if significant spatiotemporal variation in food web deuterium values occurs within large wetland complexes or lakes targeted by waterfowl banders. If either of these occurred in samples then contributions due to year may be biased low and residual error biased high. Alternatively, the role of annual differences in precipitation and seasonal evapotranspiration may have been less than I expected. In lieu of these potentially confounding factors, the results of this study highlight that processes occurring at fine spatial scales are a major source of $\delta D_f$ variability.

Fine-scale assessments of brood $\delta D_f$ values at St. Denis and Minnedosa supported the hypothesis that year effects are important sources of $\delta D_f$ variance in samples but indicated that most variance within years is related to differences in hatching dates and wetland use by brood-rearing females. Comparison of water $\delta D$ values sampled from a semi-permanent (mean = -112.6, SD = 17.4, n =5) and a permanent (mean = -84.4, SD = 30.7, n =5) wetland during the same five months at NWA indicated their signals were unique (paired t-test, $t_4 = 4.22, P = 0.01$) (G. van der Kamp, National Water Research Institute, Saskatoon, unpubl. data). Thus, wetland conditions presumably contributed to variation in $\delta D_f$ as well because females raised broods on many different wetlands (Gendron and Clark 2002).
A1.5.1 Sources of temporal variation at a single site

The results of this study demonstrate that annual variation in $\delta D_f$ of consumers is related to dynamics of environmental sources of water in wetlands used by ducks. Langin et al. (2007) showed in American Redstart (*Setophaga ruticilla*) nestlings, a terrestrial songbird, that $\delta D_f$ values grown at the same location varied annually whereas those of adults did not; whether these patterns were related to among-year shifts in isotopic composition of dietary items was not determined. The results of this study imply that predicted values would vary annually in both adults and nestlings relative to environmental sources food web $\delta D$ values but inconsistencies may reflect differences between aquatic and terrestrial food webs. On the other hand, the site used by Langin et al. (2007) was essentially riparian and differences could have been due to differential access to aquatic emergent insects within and between years.

As with other studies, I found a positive relationship between $\delta D_p$ and $\delta D_f$ values (Hobson and Wassenaar 1997, Meehan et al. 2004) but that this relationship for yearling mallards at St. Denis is best described as a function of cross-seasonal accumulation of precipitation $\delta D$ signals. My results indicate that an average of $\delta D_p$ dating back to the prior growing-season best approximated annual patterns of $\delta D_f$ (Table A1.4, Fig. A1.5). I recognize that mallard ducklings are unlikely assimilating deuterium into growing tissues directly by consuming precipitation so, I expect that this term represents the period over which current water levels in wetlands have accumulated from past precipitation and evapotranspiration. While summer rainfall is not usually the primary source of water in prairie wetlands (Woo and Roswell 1993, Murkin et al. 2000), it could produce higher relative humidity and slow the enrichment of wetland $\delta D$ values from summer evapotranspiration relative to when the local climate is drier. This process is apparent in my data when comparing annual fluctuation between growing-season precipitation volume and $\delta D_f$ values (Table A1.3).
Figure A1.5. Expected mean (±95%CI) deuterium values (‰) of feathers (δD_f, closed circles) versus amount-weighted precipitation for a period extending from the prior growing-season (i.e., about 15 months earlier) through the end of feather synthesis (δD_{pgs}) for yearling female mallards at St. Denis National Wildlife Area, Saskatchewan, Canada, during 1995-1998. Also shown are plots of individual δD_f(open circles) and δD_{pgs} values.

There was some model support for the importance of precipitation occurring during the previous winter (Table A1.4). At St. Denis, 12.5 mm of winter precipitation occurred prior to spring 1998, compared to ~70 mm during other years (Table A1.3). The lower amount of snowfall during the 1997-98 winter resulted in drier spring wetland conditions and values of δD_f which were more enriched than in previous wetter years (Table A1.3, Fig. A1.4). Winter month δD_p values are generally much more depleted than months during the growing-season (Fig. A1.1). In the absence of winter precipitation, δD values of the wetland food web at spring thaw should resemble those
of the prior fall because values do not change in ice (Dansgaard et al. 1960). Large shifts in δDf values during transitional states of prairie wet-dry cycles may occur because the frequency of precipitation events is more dynamic at wet-dry transitions than within wet or dry periods (see Peng et al. 2004). Saskatoon precipitation data for 1990-2005 showed that little or no snowfall preceded the beginning of drought conditions at St. Denis. While the volume of precipitation from snow can be low relative to that of rain during the growing-season, snowmelt from basin catchments is the primary hydrological source of high water levels in St. Denis wetlands (Woo and Rowsell 1993, van der Kamp and Hayashi, in press).

Models which described the relationships between δDf and current growing-season precipitation values were not well supported relative to longer periods of accumulation (Table A1.4). Values of δDp did not vary significantly among the years during the study and fluctuated annually between relative depletion and enrichment (Table A1.3). While δDf values also fluctuated annually, they did not mimic the trend of δDp values. As a result of these inconsistencies, annual estimates of current growing-season δDp did not provide reliable predictions of annual δDf values (Fig. A1.6). However, δDf values might be expected to resemble more recent precipitation values when wetlands are suddenly inundated with water following the end of drought.
Figure A1.6. Annual values of deuterium in feathers (Df) and current growing-season precipitation (Dcgs) of female mallards at St. Denis National Wildlife Area, Saskatchewan, Canada, during 1994 (open circle), 1995 (closed circle), 1996 (open triangle), 1997 (closed triangle), and 1998 (open square).

The relative contribution of temporal variation in $\delta D_f$ occurring at wetland sites can be similar to spatial variation in some North American mid-continent breeding regions. Fine-scale values of $\delta D_f$ in mallards were most closely associated with cross-seasonal $\delta D_p$ values dating back to the prior growing-season. In particular, winter precipitation may be an important determinant of $\delta D_f$ values in small prairie wetlands because snowmelt runoff in the spring is the most influential source of wetland recharge (Woo and Rowsell 1993). I found little evidence supporting that growing-season pattern of $\delta D_p$ immediately preceding and during feather synthesis influenced $\delta D_f$ values. Variation in St. Denis $\delta D_f$ values reflected how wetlands were regulated by cross-seasonal changes in $\delta D_p$. While this study focussed on variation in $\delta D$ values of
consumer tissues in aquatic systems, similar relationships between climate, food web, and consumers may also apply to δD values in terrestrial systems where local productivity can be driven by spring snowmelt.

Values of δDf have been used to assign origin of migratory birds (Hobson and Wassenaar 1997, Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a) and to trace individual movements, dispersal, and population connectivity (Webster et al. 2002, Hobson 2005, 2008). These applications are based on the assumption that the GNIP database adequately reflects site-specific food web δD values in any given year. There are studies for which this assumption appears valid (Clark et al. 2006, Langin et al. 2007) and others, less so (Meehan et al. 2003, Lott and Smith 2006). Most practitioners of the isotope approach to inferring origins recognize this source of uncertainty (Hobson 2005, 2008). Origin assignment models developed from known-source δDf values are most reliable at broad versus fine spatial scales (Hebert and Wassenaar 2005a, Wunder et al. 2005, Syzmanski et al. 2007). Variability in site-specific precipitation patterns over 1-2 years may explain why the spatial resolution of δDf origin assignment is limited to broad spatial scales in northcentral North America, especially for waterfowl. For areas with low among-year variance, tissue values of consumers may better match those expected from δDp basemaps (e.g., Langin et al. 2007). In the case of St. Denis, there would have been little success in predicting individuals to have originated specifically from St. Denis because δDf values tracked changes in the local environment that also resembled the range of values at other distant locations within the aspen parklands or other ecoregions. This problem is diminished at broader spatial scales as variation due to local effects is reduced compared to continental patterns in δDp (Craig et al. 1963, Rozanski et al. 1992). Clearly, the magnitude of variation in δDp and δDf at any given site from those predicted from isotopic basemaps will depend on deviations from climate norms, local hydrology, and error in measures of δD (Wunder and Norris 2008). Only when these and other sources of variation are known for a given application will it be possible to evaluate how well the use of feather δD values can be used to infer origins of individuals at fine spatial.